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WASHINGTON
GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
1915

THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE

COMMISSION.

CHARLES C. MCCHORD, of
Kentucky.
JUDSON C. CLEMENTS, of Georgia.
EDGAR E . CLARK, of Iowa.
JAMES S. HARLAN, of Illinois.
BALTHASAR H . MEYER, of Wisconsin.
HENRY C. HALL, of Colorado.
WINTHROP M. DANIELS, of New Jersey.
GEORGE B . MCGINTY,
(2)

Secretary.

ORDER.

A t a G e n e r a l Session of t h e I N T E R S T A T E

COMMERCE

C O M M I S S I O N , h e l d a t i t s o f f i c e i n W a s h i n g t o n , D . C.,
on t h e 24th d a y of July, A. D . 1915.
The subject of a Uniform System of Accounts to be prescribed for
and kept b y carriers being under consideration, the following order
was entered:
It is ordered, T h a t the interpretations of the accounting classifications for steam roads, prepared under the direction of this Commission and embodied in printed form to be hereafter known as
Accounting Bulletin No. 1 0 , a copy of which is now before this
Commission, be, and the same is hereby, approved; t h a t a copy
thereof duly authenticated b y the Secretary of the Commission be
filed in its archives, and a second copy thereof, in like manner authenticated, in the office of the Division of Carriers' Accounts; and t h a t
each of said copies so authenticated and filed shall be deemed an
original record thereof.
It is further ordered, T h a t the accounting methods directed in the
interpretations contained in the said Accounting Bulletin No. 1 0 be,
and they are hereby, prescribed for the use of steam roads subject
to the provisions of the Act to Regulate Commerce, as amended, in
the keeping and recording of their accounts.
It is further ordered, T h a t J u l y 1, 1 9 1 5 , be, and i t is hereby,
fixed as the date on which the said Accounting Bulletin No. 1 0 shall
become effective.
B y the Commission.
[seal.]
G e o r g e B . McGinty,
Secretary.
(3)

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION,
DIVISION OF CARRIERS' ACCOUNTS,
Washington, July 24, 1915.
T o ACCOUNTING OFFICERS OF STEAM RAILWAYS:
T h i s a c c o u n t i n g b u l l e t i n , w h i c h c o n t a i n s i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s of t h e
a c c o u n t i n g classifications i n c o n n e c t i o n w i t h v a r i o u s q u e s t i o n s ,
s u p e r s e d e s A c c o u n t i n g B u l l e t i n N o . 8, w h i c h b e c a m e effective
J u l y 1, 1912. I t s p r e p a r a t i o n a n d issue b e c a m e n e c e s s a r y on a c c o u n t
of t h e i s s u a n c e of t h e r e v i s e d a c c o u n t i n g classifications w h i c h b e c a m e
effective J u l y 1, 1914.
I n t e n t a t i v e form, t h i s b u l l e t i n w a s s u b m i t t e d t o t h e r a i l r o a d c o m m i s s i o n s of t h e s e v e r a l S t a t e s a n d t o t h e A s s o c i a t i o n of A m e r i c a n
R a i l w a y A c c o u n t i n g Officers. A l l s u g g e s t i o n s r e c e i v e d f r o m s u c h
p a r t i e s h a v e b e e n g i v e n careful c o n s i d e r a t i o n a n d m a n y of t h e m
have been incorporated in this bulletin.
I n m a n y instances t h e questions are in substantially t h e same
f o r m a s p r i n t e d i n A c c o u n t i n g B u l l e t i n N o . 8 o r A c c o u n t i n g Series
C i r c u l a r N o . 12e, o n l y t h e n e c e s s a r y m o d i f i c a t i o n s t o m e e t t h e effecti v e a c c o u n t i n g r u l e s h a v i n g b e e n m a d e . A n u m b e r of t h e cases,
h o w e v e r , c o n t a i n q u e s t i o n s w h i c h h a v e a r i s e n since t h e p r e s e n t classifications b e c a m e effective.
FRED W . SWENEY,
Chief Examiner of
Accounts.
(5)

INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION ACCOUNTING BULLETIN
NO. 1 0 .
INTERPRETATIONS OF ACCOUNTING CLASSIFICATIONS—STEAM
ROADS.
CASE 1.
Query. Is it essential that books be written up monthly?
Answer. Accounts shall be written up monthly.
CASE 2.
Query. In adjusting material accounts to the basis of inventory, what account or
accounts shall be credited or debited?
Answer. Determined differences in accounting for important classes of material
are ordinarily assignable to discrepancies in charges to particular accounts since the
last inventory and shall be adjusted accordingly. Other differences shall be apportioned among the primary expense accounts on the basis of the material charges to
them since the last inventory. (See Case 74.)
CASE 3.
Query. Road A grants separately to Road B and Road C the right to operate over
its tracks which it maintains but over which it does not itself operate. The lessees
each pay a proportion of a fixed rent, and reimburse Road A proportionately for
taxes on and maintenance of the leased tracks. What is the proper accounting for
these items by the carriers interested?
Answer. Road A shall charge the taxes to account No. 532, "Railway tax accruals."
The amounts payable by Roads B and C representing rent and taxes shall be credited
by Road A to account No. 508, "Joint facility rent income," and shall be charged by
Roads B and C to account No. 541, "Joint facility rents." The amounts payable by
Roads B and C representing the cost of maintenance shall be accounted for in the appropriate joint facility accounts in Operating Expenses. (See Case 28.)
CASE 4.
Query. To what account shall be charged damages for overflows caused by inadequate waterways?
Answer. To appropriate accounts in Maintenance of Way and Structures when the
property damaged is the carrier's own; to account No. 416, "Damage to property,"
when it is the property of others and not held by the carrier under lease. If, however, the damage is directly connected with projects the cost of which is chargeable
to road and equipment accounts, the amount of the damage shall be included in the
cost of the work.
CASE 5.
Query. What is the proper accounting for the proportions of pay and expenses of
joint car inspectors which carriers pay to foreign roads?
Answer. They shall be charged to the appropriate equipment repair accounts.
They are not joint facility items.
(7)
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CASE 6.
Query. The text of the clearing account "Material store expenses" provides that
the account shall be closed out at the end of the year. Shall not a balance representing cost of handling material in stock at the end of the year be carried over to the next
year?
Answer. Such balance shall not be carried over to the next year.
CASE 7.
Query. To what account shall be charged expenses of hauling loads from mines to
points of concentration and distributing empties to mines?
Answer. If the mines are located within the switching limits of the concentration
station, such expenses shall be charged to the appropriate yard-service accounts. If
not so located, and the freight is billed from the mines, the entire service shall be
classed as train service.
The expenses and the statistics of locomotive-miles, car-miles, train-miles, ton-miles,
etc., shall be treated accordingly. (See Case 97.)
CASE 8.
Query. To what account shall be charged the wages of motormen and the expenses
of operating gasoline motor cars used in revenue train service?
Answer. Wages of motormen are provided for in account No. 393, "Train motormen." The expense for gasoline and other fuel, lubricants, and other supplies,
including enginehouse expenses, if any, shall be charged to account No. 402, "Train
supplies and expenses." The carrier's records shall be kept in such manner as to
show separately the cost of gasoline or other fuel consumed in the operation of such
cars.
CASE 9.
Query. Road A turns Road B's locomotive. A charges B for turning the locomotive
and for use of the tracks. What is the correct accounting by both roads?
Answer. If the use of the facilities is not in connection with the joint use regularly
of other facilities, the compensation for turning the locomotive and for use of the tracks
shall be credited by A to revenue account No. 143, "Miscellaneous," and charged by
B to expense account No. 402, "Train supplies and expenses." If, however, the use
of these facilities is under a joint facility arrangement, the accounting by each road
shall be in accordance with the rules prescribed for joint facility accounts.
CASE 10.
Query. When the president of a carrier company is directly in charge of the operating departments, how shall the salaries and expenses of that officer and his clerks be
distributed?
Answer. If the president is immediately in charge of the departments usually
supervised by officers named in the accounts "Superintendence" under Maintenance
of Way and Structures, Maintenance of Equipment, Traffic, and Transportation, his
salary and expenses and those of his clerks and assistants shall be apportioned in accordance with Note A under expense account No. 451, "Salaries and expenses of general
officers." If the president has, as is usual, only general supervision over the various
departments, his salary and expenses shall be charged to expense account No. 451,
"Salaries and expenses of general officers."
CASE 11.
Query. Road B is required, under agreement with Road A, to provide equipment to
replace that destroyed or sold, or to pay an equivalent in cash to Road A. Is it per-
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missible for B to keep a dismantled-equipment account wherein to show the exact
amount due A because of dismantled and sold equipment?
Answer. Such an account may be kept. The credit balance in such account shall
be included in balance-sheet account No. 778, "Other unadjusted credits."
CASE 12.
Query. In what account shall be included the cost of coal, wood, and oil for use in
firing up locomotives for service?
Answer. In the appropriate account "Fuel for locomotives."
CASE 13.
Query. To what account shall a carrier credit amounts received for the privilege
of placing a telephone line over its tracks? The right is reserved to revoke the privilege at pleasure.
Answer. The privilege given is merely a license, and the receipts therefrom shall
be credited to income account No. 519, "Miscellaneous income."
CASE 14.
Query. To what accounts shall be credited amounts charged to other roads for transferring the lading of cars? These transfers are made necessary through fault of the
other roads, and the charges include the cost of transferring the lading, per diem or
car hire accruing upon the cars, and a charge per car for switching.
Answer. The portions of such charges covering per diem or car hire accruing on cars
at the time of transfer shall be credited to the account "Hire of freight cars." The
portions of the charges covering the cost of transferring the contents of cars shall be
credited to the account to which the cost of the transfer service is charged. The
charges per car for switching such cars shall be credited to revenue account No. 110,
"Switching."
CASE 15.
Query. A railroad operates some of its station restaurants and leases others at a
nominal rent, the lessee receiving all revenues and paying all expenses except as to
coal and ice, which are furnished without charge by the railroad. To what account
shall the railroad charge the cost of the coal and the ice thus furnished for use in
the leased restaurants?
Answer. Such cost shall be charged to operating expense account No. 376, "Station
supplies and expenses."
CASE 16.
Query. A railroad purchased a building, apart from its right of way, for use as a
dwelling by a superintendent, taking the title thereto in the name of a vice president,
who filed with the railroad a declaration of trust. How shall this expenditure be
classified?
Answer. Such expenditure shall be included in balance-sheet account No. 705,
"Miscellaneous physical property."
CASE 17.
Query. What accounts shall be charged with the loss on obsolete material which is
taken out of stock and sold as scrap?
Answer. Such loss shall be charged to the operating expense accounts to which the
material ordinarily would be charged if issued for use.
86781°—15——2
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CASE 18.
Query. Road A and Road B operate their trains over a portion of A's tracks. A
charges B rent based on the valuation of the property. B maintains and operates
these tracks and is reimbursed by A for a portion of the expenses, reckoned upon a
wheelage basis. What is the correct accounting?
Answer. Both roads shall include the rent in joint facility rent accounts in Income.
The cost of maintenance and operation shall be included in B's primary accounts;
the proportion of such cost paid by A shall be included by both roads in the appropriate joint facility expense accounts. (See Case 28.)
CASE 19.
Query. To what account shall be charged expenses and settlement payments on
account of injuries to a prospective passenger caused by a maintenance-of-way work
train?
Answer, The class of train causing the injury determines the distribution of the
charge. Therefore such expenses and settlements shall be charged to maintenance
expense account No. 274, "Injuries to persons." (See Case 119.)
CASE 20.
Query. Road A makes all repairs to Road B's equipment and charges B the actual
cost thereof. For the purpose of determining accurately the cost of these repairs is it
permissible that the operations of A's shops be treated through a clearing account?
Answer. I t is.
CASE 21.
Query. How shall a carrier dispose of amounts allowed for loyal service of certain
employees during a strike?
Answer. Such allowances shall be distributed to the accounts to which the pay of
t h e employees is chargeable.
CASE 22.
Query. In what accounts shall be included the pay and expenses of—
(a) An auditor who acts as general bookkeeper?
(b) A general superintendent who is immediately responsible for the whole local
management of the road?
(c) A general agent who acts as clerk to the general superintendent and as local
agent at the only station where there is an agent?
Answer. Such expenses shall be included as follows:
(a) Expense account No. 451, "Salaries and expenses of general officers."
(b) Shall be apportioned as directed in Note A under account No. 371, "Superintendence."
(c) The proportion covering services as clerk shall be apportioned in accordance
with Note A under account No. 371, "Superintendence," and the remainder shall
be included in account No. 373, "Station employees."
CASE 23.
Query. The tracks, station buildings, and other facilities between X and Y, owned
by Road A, are used jointly by A and Road B. For the use of these facilities B pays
A a specified rent upon a valuation basis, proportion of cost of maintenance upon a
wheelage basis, and agreed proportion of the cost of station service (principally train
telegraph service).
B's trains handle A's local freight and passenger business between these points in
consideration of a stipulated percentage of revenue. What is the correct accounting
by each railroad?
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Answer. The specified rent shall be included in the joint facility rent accounts in
Income. Proportion of cost of maintenance and operation shall be included in the
appropriate joint facility operating expense accounts.
The proportion of the cost of maintaining and operating these tracks being provided
for in a distinct arrangement, the percentage of revenue upon the local business retained by A shall be considered as additional rent and included by each carrier in
the appropriate joint facility accounts in Income.
Road B shall include in its revenues the entire receipts from the local freight and
passenger traffic between X and Y which is transported upon its trains and shall
account for such traffic in its statistics.
CASE 24.
Query. How shall the revenues be classified when a carrier furnishes picnic trains
at rates based on the number of cars in the trains, regardless of the number of people
carried?
Answer. They shall be included in account No. 111, "Special service train."
CASE 25.
Query. To what account shall be credited the slight profits accruing from percentages added to bills against other companies and individuals to cover superintendence,
use of tools, etc.?
Answer. Such profits shall be credited to Operating Expenses. (See Cases 61 and
79.)

CASE 26.
Query. Shall per diem reclaims be treated as a matter of hire of equipment?
Answer. They shall be so treated. (See Case 29.)
CASE 27.
Query. To what account shall be credited the amounts received upon the basis of
a rate per car for switching express cars from one railroad to another as a part of a
regular transportation movement?
Answer. Amounts received for such services shall be credited to revenue account
No. 110, "Switching,"
CASE 28.
Query. Road B has trackage rights over the line of Road A between two points, the
consideration for these rights being based on a toll per loaded car. How shall the
payments for these trackage rights be accounted for when A maintains the tracks
between the two points?
Answer. Road A shall charge the expenses of maintenance, operation, etc., to its
primary operating expense accounts. The charges against B shall be fairly apportioned by A among the joint facility operating expense and income accounts. The
amount apportioned to maintenance shall be credited by A to account No. 279,
"Maintaining joint tracks, yards, and other facilities—Cr."; that to operation, to
account No. 391, "Operating joint yards and terminals—Cr.", or to account No. 413,
"Operating joint tracks and facilities—Cr.", according to location of facilities; and
that to income for interest on valuation or rent, to account No. 508, "Joint facility
rent income." Road B shall charge the corresponding joint facility operating expense and income accounts.
In case considerable general expenses are involved in operations of the joint facilities,
amounts shall be apportioned to cover such general expenses, which amounts shall
be included in accounts "General joint facilities."
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CASE 29.
Query. How shall per diem charges paid and reclaims received be accounted for
by a switching railroad whose cars seldom leave its own line?
Answer. The per diem shall be charged and the reclaims shall be credited to income
account "Hire of freight cars." (See Case 26.)
CASE 30.
Query. A railroad company sends out a locomotive and crew to pick up lumber lost
off a freight train belonging to another company. To what account shall the wages of
the crew and the compensation for the use of the locomotive be charged, and to what
accounts credited?
Answer. The wages of the crew and expenses of the locomotive shall be charged by
the company responsible for the loss of the lumber to expense account No. 418, "Loss
and damage—Freight," and the creditor shall credit these items to the accounts to
which they were originally charged. If a charge is made for rent of the locomotive,
the amount thereof shall be included by both companies in the appropriate locomotive
rent account in Income.
CASE 31.
Query. Road A pays all the expenses of a train service operated from an intermediate
point on its lines to an intermediate point on Road B's line and charges B upon basis
of train mileage the cost of the service while upon B's tracks. Each road receives the
revenue accruing upon its own line. What is the proper accounting for the expense
of the service?
Answer. The expenses shall be included by each railroad in the primary expense
accounts other than joint facility accounts. This is not a joint facility. If any portion of the charge for the train service is for hire of equipment, the amount thereof
shall be included in the appropriate equipment rent accounts in Income.
CASE 32.
Query. It is provided in account No. 418, "Loss and damage—Freight," that
interest and penalties assessed for nonpayment of freight claims shall be included in
this account. Is this provision intended to include interest and penalties on overcharge claims?
Answer. Interest and penalties on loss and damage claims shall be included in
account No. 418, "Loss and damage—Freight." Interest on overcharge claims shall
be included in account No. 547, "Interest on unfunded debt." Penalties on overcharge claims shall be included in account No. 460, "Other expenses."
CASE 33.
Query. In what account shall be included the rents paid by one carrier to another
carrier for the exclusive use of yards and tracks—
(a) When upon the basis of a specified amount per month?
(b) When upon the basis of the number of cars handled over such tracks?
All expenses of maintenance are paid by the lessee. The taxes are paid by the
lessor.
Answer. The rents, under either of the conditions stated, shall be included in the
lease-of-road accounts in Income.
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CASE 34.
Query. A company keeps a separate or independent fund from which pensions are
disbursed. A certain amount per month, making an annual total 12 times as great, is
appropriated through the Income Account and credited directly to an open account,
which is closed annually when the amount is paid over. The pension fund is invested
in interest-bearing securities. Whenever pensions are paid the amounts are debited
to an open account and about every quarter collected from the trustee of the fund.
There are no administration or other expenses in connection therewith. What is the
proper accounting?
Answer. Amounts thus appropriated shall be charged to account No. 552, "Income
applied to sinking and other reserve funds," and shall be concurrently credited to
account No. 782, "Miscellaneous fund reserves." When such funds have been paid
into the hands of trustees, the amount thereof shall be charged to balance-sheet account
No. 721, "Insurance and other funds." The amount of pensions accrued shall be
charged to account No. 457, "Pensions." and when paid shall be credited to account
No. 721, "Insurance and other funds." Concurrently account No. 782, "Miscellaneous
fund reserves," shall be charged, and Profit and Loss credited with an equal amount.
CASE 35.
Query. To what account shall be credited the difference between the value of
special-admission amusement coupons issued in connection with transportation and
the amount paid on the basis of actual collection?
Answer. The difference shall be credited to revenue account No. 143,
"Miscellaneous."
CASE 36.
Query. To what account shall be charged the expense of removal of brasses from
cars to prevent the loss of the brasses by theft when the cars are stored in hazardous locations?
Answer. Such expense shall be charged to the appropriate car repair account.
CASE 37.
Query. To what account shall be charged the amount of a judgment, including court
costs, in an action of the United States against a carrier on account of defective
appliances on cars?
Answer. It shall be charged to profit and loss account No. 621, "Miscellaneous
debits." (See Cases 38 and 90.)
CASE 38.
Query. What account shall be charged with United States Government fines imposed
by the collector of customs for the delivery of freight in bond directly to the consignee,
instead of to the collector of the port, the offense being due to the failure of the delivery
clerk at a freight yard to notify the customhouse inspector at the point of delivery?
Answer. They shall be charged to profit and loss account No. 621, "Miscellaneous
debits." (See Cases 37 and 90.)
CASE 39.
Query. To what account shall be charged premiums paid to procure currency needed
to pay the wages of employees?
Answer. They shall be charged to expense account No. 460, "Other expenses."
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CASE

40.

Query. T w o b o x c a r s w h i c h w e r e c a r r i e d i n t h e c a r r i e r ' s a c c o u n t a t t h e s a l v a g e
v a l u e o n l y a r e c o n d e m n e d , t h e b o d i e s t a k e n for u s e a s b u n k h o u s e s for t r a c k l a b o r ers, a n d t h e t r u c k s p u t i n t o s e r v i c e for w r e c k i n g p u r p o s e s . W h a t i s t h e c o r r e c t
accounting?
Answer.
Assuming that the e q u i p m e n t had been regularly written down to t h e
a m o u n t of t h e s a l v a g e v a l u e , t h i s a m o u n t s h a l l b e c r e d i t e d t o r o a d a n d e q u i p m e n t
a c c o u n t N o . 5 3 , " F r e i g h t - t r a i n c a r s " ; t h e p r o p o r t i o n of t h i s v a l u e r e p r e s e n t e d b y t h e
s a l v a g e c o n t a i n e d i n t h e b o d i e s of t h e cars, t o g e t h e r w i t h t h e cost of f i t t i n g u p b o d i e s
a s b u n k h o u s e s , s h a l l b e c h a r g e d t o r o a d a n d e q u i p m e n t a c c o u n t N o . 17, " R o a d w a y
b u i l d i n g s . " If t h e h o u s e s a r e u s e d b y l a b o r e r s e n g a g e d i n c o n s t r u c t i o n w o r k , t h e i r
cost s h a l l b e i n c l u d e d i n t h e a c c o u n t s i n w h i c h also is i n c l u d e d t h e l a b o r of t h e m e n
w h o use t h e m , a n d w h e n s u c h work is c o m p l e t e d t h e accounts t h u s charged shall b e
c r e d i t e d w i t h t h e d e p r e c i a t e d v a l u e of t h e b u n k h o u s e s .
T h e v a l u e of t h e s a l v a g e i n t h e t r u c k s s h a l l b e c h a r g e d t o t h e a p p r o p r i a t e m a t e r i a l
account.
CASE

41.

Query. R o a d A h a s a d r a w b r i d g e o v e r a b a y o u , for t h e o p e r a t i o n of w h i c h i t
e m p l o y s b r i d g e m e n , t h e e x p e n s e b e i n g p r o r a t e d a m o n g four r a i l r o a d s . H o w s h a l l
amounts received b y A be credited?
Answer.
If t h e b r i d g e is i n a y a r d , c r e d i t e x p e n s e a c c o u n t N o . 391, " O p e r a t i n g
j o i n t y a r d s a n d t e r m i n a l s — C r . " ; if o n r o a d , c r e d i t e x p e n s e a c c o u n t N o . 413, " O p e r a t ing joint t r a c k s a n d facilities—Cr."
CASE

42.

Query. A c a r r i e r h a s a n a r r a n g e m e n t w i t h o t h e r c a r r i e r s w h e r e b y , for t r a c k a g e
r i g h t s w i t h i n a c e r t a i n d i s t r i c t o n i t s l i n e , i t r e c e i v e s as c o m p e n s a t i o n a fixed a l l o w a n c e p e r car. T h i s a l l o w a n c e is a p p o r t i o n e d t o j o i n t m a i n t e n a n c e , o p e r a t i n g , a n d
income accounts, t h e division being based u p o n estimates a n d available statistics
for p r e v i o u s y e a r s .
W h a t a c c o u n t s h a l l b e c r e d i t e d for a n a m o u n t b i l l e d a g a i n s t o n e of t h e s e t e n a n t s for
a n a c c i d e n t d a m a g i n g t h e c a r r i e r ' s t r a c k s a n d s o m e of t h e e q u i p m e n t of o t h e r c a r r i e r s
r e s t i n g u p o n t h o s e t r a c k s , a n d also a n a m o u n t p a i d t o o n e of t h e c a r r i e r ' s e m p l o y e e s
i n s e t t l e m e n t of a p e r s o n a l i n j u r y c l a i m o c c a s i o n e d b y s u c h a c c i d e n t , t h e u n d e r s t a n d i n g
being t h a t t h e railroad causing t h e a c c i d e n t shall p a y t h e expenses i n c i d e n t thereto,
i n a d d i t i o n t o t h e a m o u n t i t p a y s for t r a c k a g e ?
Answer. T h e c a r r i e r i n c u r r i n g t h e e x p e n s e s , w h i c h u n d e r t h e c o n t r a c t b e l o n g s o l e l y
t o a n o t h e r c a r r i e r , s h a l l , so far a s p r a c t i c a b l e , c h a r g e t h e a m o u n t s of s u c h e x p e n s e s
d i r e c t l y t o a c c o u n t N o . 715, " M i s c e l l a n e o u s a c c o u n t s r e c e i v a b l e , " a n d c r e d i t p a y r o l l ,
v o u c h e r , or m a t e r i a l a c c o u n t s , a s t h e c a s e m a y b e .
T h e carrier responsible shall charge t h e expenses to its p r i m a r y operating e x p e n s e
a c c o u n t s o t h e r t h a n j o i n t f a c i l i t y a c c o u n t s . (See Cases 63, 66, and 132.)
CASE

43.

Query. T o w h a t a c c o u n t s s h a l l i n t e r e s t p a i d o n m a t e r i a l b i l l s b e c h a r g e d a n d c a s h
and trade discounts b e credited?
Answer.
I n t e r e s t s h a l l b e i n c l u d e d i n I n c o m e . A l l d i s c o u n t r e a l i z e d o n b i l l s for
material p u r c h a s e d shall b e credited to t h e a c c o u n t to w h i c h is charged t h e original
invoice.
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CASE 44.
Query. Amounts paid by Road A for hire of equipment used in joint-yard operations
are prorated among three tenant lines upon basis of number of cars handled for each.
How shall the payments and receipts be included in A's accounts?
Answer. They shall be included in the appropriate equipment rent accounts in
Income.
CASE 45.
Query. Road A distributes the amount charged Road B upon a lump-sum basis for
the joint use by B of A's terminal, as follows:
Per cent.

"Maintaining joint tracks, yards, and other facilities—Cr."
10
"Operating joint yards and terminals—Cr."
25
"Joint facility rent income"...
65
Is it proper to apportion any part of such charges to rent?
Answer. If A owns the property operated jointly, the amount in excess of the proportionate expense of maintenance and operation shall be included by each railroad
in the joint facility rent accounts in Income.
CASE 46.
Query. Road B uses Road A's tracks between two points, paying therefor a rent based
upon valuation and also a proportion of maintenance and operating expenses based
upon wheelage.
(a) A pays B a per cent of the value of A's tickets honored on B's trains.
(b) B pays A a per cent of cash fares on B's trains between the two points.
(c) B pays A full local rate on tickets sold by B honored on A's trains.
How shall each road take the above items into its accounts?
Answer. The accounting shall be as follows:
(a) B shall credit full value of tickets to revenue account No. 102, "Passenger."
The amount of this revenue less the amount paid by A to B shall be charged by B to
income account No. 541, "Joint facility rents," and shall be credited by A to income
account No. 508, "Joint facility rent income."
(b) B shall charge amount paid and A shall credit amount received to joint facility
rent account in Income.
(c) A shall credit and B shall charge the full value of the tickets to revenue account
No. 102, "Passenger."
CASE 47.
Query. To what account shall be credited the amount received by a carrier for the
surrender of an unexpired lease for offices occupied by it?
Answer. It shall be credited to profit and loss account No. 607, "Miscellaneous
credits."
CASE 48.
Query. Owing to certain freight yards of a carrier becoming congested it is found
necessary to deliver cars at another point temporarily. The delivery involves special
movements a distance of 1 to 3 miles. Shall the movements be included with freighttrain miles or considered switching or yard movements of which no wheelage report
would be made other than for the locomotive?
Answer. Mileage shall be considered merely as of switching or yard movements.
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CASE

49.

A lumber company's log train uses a carrier's line between its logging camp
and mill. The equipment is owned by the lumber company and is operated by its
employees, although, while on the carrier's line, the trains are under orders of the
carrier's dispatcher. The carrier is compensated on a mileage basis. Shall this
mileage be included in the carrier's statistics?
Answer.
It shall not be so included.
Query.

CASE

50.

May the distribution of the cost of fuel, stores, and other supplies for yard
locomotives and for work-train service, be made upon the basis of the mileage of yard
and work locomotives for the month preceding that in which the expense is incurred?
Answer.
The distribution of each month's operating expenses shall be based upon
the operation for that month.
Query.

CASE

51.

Query. On account of Road A owning no equipment, Road B supplies the necessary
equipment and maintains and operates A's road. B charges A the cost of maintenance
and operation, with exception of the maintenance of equipment and the cost of engine
and train service. B receives all revenues and pays A agreed proportions of the
revenues upon through traffic only. What is the correct accounting?
Answer.
All revenue and expenses incident to the operation of A's road shall be
included in B's accounts. All mileage statistics, including passenger, ton, train,
car, locomotive, etc., shall be included in B's records and reports. The difference
between the proportion of the revenue due to A and the proportion of operating
expenses payable by A to B constitutes A's compensation for the use of its road and
shall be charged by B to income account No. 5 4 2 , "Rent for leased roads."
In case the result is a loss to A, the amount of the deficit shall be credited by B to
account No. 5 4 2 , "Rent for leased roads," and charged by A to account No. 5 0 9 ,
"Income from lease of road." B shall include the cost of maintenance and operation
in its primary operating expense accounts.
CASE

52.

Query. Road A operates its yard for the joint benefit of its own service and that of
Road B. In an enginehouse at this point A's train locomotives, B's train locomotives,
and the locomotives used in operating the joint yard are prepared. What is the correct accounting for the expense of preparing these locomotives in this enginehouse?
Answer. The expense of preparing the joint-yard locomotives shall be included by
A in account No. 3 8 8 , "Enginehouse expenses—Yard," and the amount of such
expense chargeable to B shall be credited by A and charged by B to the appropriate
account "Operating joint yards and terminals." A has the option of clearing the
cost of preparing B's train locomotives through account No. 4 0 0 , "Enginehouse
expenses—Train," or of crediting the amount of such cost to its payroll and material
accounts. A shall charge the cost of preparing its train locomotives to account No. 4 0 0 ,
"Enginehouse expenses—Train," and B shall include in the same account the cost of
preparing its train locomotives.
CASE

53.

Query. Road A cleans Road B's cars and supplies them with oil and gas for lighting,
and with water, ice, and coal, and with oil and waste for lubrication, upon the basis
of the actual cost of the labor and supplies. What is the proper accounting by each
company for these expenses?
Answer.
A shall distribute these expenses from its labor and material accounts
directly against B. B shall charge its proportion of the expenses to the appropriate
operating expense primary accounts other than joint facility accounts. (See Case 161.)
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CASE 54.
Query. Road A operates one of its yards for the joint benefit of its own service and
that of Road B. Each road furnishes its own coal, delivered in cars at this yard. The
coal used by the locomotives at this point is handled through the coal bins owned by
Road A, separate bins being provided for the coal used upon B's locomotives. The
cost of operating this fuel station is apportioned by A between its own train service,
B's train service, and the service of the joint yard (which is operated by A) upon the
basis of quantity of coal supplied. The proportion charged to the joint yard is divided
between the two railroads upon the basis used for division of other joint-yard expenses.
How shall these fuel station expenses be treated in the accounts of the two companies?
Answer. A shall include the entire cost of the operation of the fuel station in an
appropriate clearing account and shall clear such expenses through the following
charges. The proportion of the cost of handling fuel for B's train locomotives shall
be charged directly to B. The proportion of the cost of handling fuel assignable to
A's train locomotive service shall be charged by A to account No. 394, "Fuel for train
locomotives." The proportion of the cost of handling the fuel assignable to the
joint-yard service shall be charged by A to account No. 382, "Fuel for yard locomotives." B shall charge the cost of handling the fuel for its train locomotives to
account No. 394, "Fuel for train locomotives." A shall credit and B shall charge
the appropriate accounts for operating joint yards and terminals, with B's proportion
of the cost of handling the fuel used in the joint-yard service.
CASE 55.
Query. The contract between Road B and Road A under which B uses the terminals
of A at Y provides for the furnishing from A's storehouse of certain materials and
supplies (including materials and supplies for locomotive and train use) for use in
the operation of B's line south of Y. A's storehouse is not included in the schedule
as a joint structure. How shall the charges covering the materials and supplies be
treated in the accounts?
Answer. The amounts charged B for materials and supplies shall be credited by A
to the material and supplies account and charged by B to the appropriate primary
expense accounts other than joint facility accounts.
CASE 56.
Query. A carrier operates two freight houses at a terminal and furnishes all the
facilities and labor for handling merchandise shipments for tenant lines. I t charges
them for this service a rate per ton. To what account shall be credited the amounts
collected?
Answer. The portion of the charges representing maintenance and operation shall
be credited to the appropriate joint facility accounts in Operating Expenses; that
portion representing payments for the use of capital and for taxes shall be credited
to income account No. 508, "Joint facility rent income." (See Case 28.)
CASE 57.
Query. When is a road under construction required to commence keeping accounts
for operating revenues and operating expenses?
Answer. Accounts of operating revenues and operating expenses shall be kept as
soon as the road begins the operation of transportation service trains.
86781°—15——3
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CASE 58.
Query. A carrier participates in the operation of a through dining-car line, the
equipment of which is owned by another carrier. How shall its proportion of loss
be handled?
Answer. Each carrier shall include its proportion of the revenues in account No.
131, "Dining and buffet," and its proportion of the expenses in the appropriate
operating expense primary accounts other than joint facility accounts. The operating
carrier shall credit the rents of equipment to account No. 505, "Rent from passengertrain cars," and the participating carrier shall charge them to account No. 538, "Rent
for passenger-train cars."
CASE 59.
Query. In 1906 a carrier acquired and charged to equipment account a box car
costing $640. This car was destroyed in 1910 upon a foreign line. The trucks were
repaired and returned. The value of these trucks was $175. The carrier rendered
bill against the foreign line for $344, this being the value under Master Car Builders'
Association rules of the body of the car at the time it was destroyed. The carrier had
charged $60 to Operating Expenses and credited the same amount to balance-sheet
account No. 776, "Accrued depreciation—Equipment," to cover depreciation of the
car from July 1, 1907, to the date of its retirement. The depreciation accruing previous to July 1, 1907, amounted to $20. What entries are necessary for a proper
accounting for the retirement of this car?
Answer. The text of road and equipment general account II, Equipment, quite
fully describes the proper accounting for equipment retired. The following statement of this particular case, in journal entry form, may prove an additional aid in
determining the correct accounting:
No. 776, "Accrued depreciation—Equipment" (an amount equal
to the amount previously credited thereto with respect to this
car)
No. 715, "Miscellaneous accounts receivable" (amount charged
foreign line)
No. 716, "Material and supplies" (value of trucks)
No. 619, "Loss on retired road and equipment" (depreciation to
July 1, 1907)
No. 316, "Freight-train cars—Retirements"
No. 53, "Freight-train cars" (cost of car)

$60
344
175
20
41
$640

CASE 60.
Query. To what account shall be charged the cost of options upon lands for terminals
and approaches of a bridge, the plans for construction of which were postponed?
Answer. The amount paid for options on property which it was proposed to use in
the construction of terminal and bridge-approach improvements shall be carried in a
suspense account until the proper disposition has been finally determined. If, later,
the plan is definitely abandoned, and the amount expended is lost, the loss sustained
shall be charged to Profit and Loss.
CASE 61.
Query. To what account shall freight charges over the line owning tracks be credited
when they are added to the cost of maintenance material charged against joint users
of the tracks?
To what account shall be credited percentage added to joint-track bills for superintendence and store expenses?
Answer. Amounts included in joint facility bills representing freight charges shall
be credited to revenue account No. 101, "Freight," and amounts representing superintendence and store expenses shall be credited by the operating company to Oper-
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ating Expenses through the joint facility accounts. It is not intended that minor
profits from percentages added to such bills shall be credited to the revenue accounts.
(See Cases 25 and 79.)

CASE 62.
Query. A bridge w a s damaged by a wreck. Although it was possible to repair the
bridge where it stood, the railroad management considered it economy to remove the
bridge to the shops for repairs. Pending the repairs, a temporary pile structure was
installed. To what account shall the cost of the temporary bridge be charged?
Answer. The cost (less salvage) of the temporary bridge shall be charged to expense
account No. 208, "Bridges, trestles, and culverts."
CASE 63.
Query. Road B is responsible for the damage done by one of its locomotives to Road
A's interlocking plant. This plant is a joint facility of the two railroads. In what
account shall B include the expense of repairs?
Answer. The expense of such repairs shall be included in expense account No. 416,
"Damage to property."
CASE 64.
Query. To what account shall be charged the pay of timekeepers engaged in construction work, and the cost of tents, bunks, and materials used by them?
Answer. Such expenditures shall be distributed to the cost of the specific work to
which the timekeepers are assigned.
CASE 65.
Query. Two houses on carrier's right of way are occupied by roadway employees,
rent free. Is it proper to credit an amount representing a fair rent for the houses to
revenue account No. 142, "Rents of buildings and other property," and debit the
repairs to expense account No. 229, "Roadway buildings"?
Answer. It is not intended that amounts which do not represent revenue actually
earned shall be credited to the revenue accounts; neither is it intended that amounts
which do not represent actual expenses shall be charged to the expense accounts. No
credit shall be made to the revenue accounts for rent of houses on right of way occupied
by employees, rent free. The cost of repairing the houses is a proper charge to expense account No. 229, "Roadway buildings."
CASE 66.
Query. Shall the distribution of extraordinary expenses for injuries to persons and
damage to property, the result of casualties in connection with the operation of joint
facilities, be made through the joint facility accounts or through the other primary
accounts?
Answer. All such expenses incurred in the operation of joint facilities, in which the
parties to the contracts for such operation jointly participate, shall be handled through
the appropriate joint facility accounts. (See Cases 42 and 132.)
CASE 67.
Query. To what accounts shall bills be distributed when rendered against other
companies for their proportions of wages of crossing flagmen stationed where there are
no towers or gates?
Answer. If the crossing flagmen are employed at road crossings where the tracks of
two or more companies are parallel and there are no tracks used jointly, the proportions
billed against other companies shall be credited by the billing road to expense account
No. 405, "Crossing protection," and taken up in the same account by the paying
road. If, on the contrary, the flagmen are located at street or road crossings in joint
yards, such bills shall be included in the account "Operating joint yards and termi-
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nals," and if on joint tracks outside of yards, in the account "Operating joint tracks
and facilities."
CASE

68.

Road B runs its trains for a distance over Road A's tracks, paying a fixed
rent per year for the privilege. These trains are operated by B's crews. Which
road shall report the train-miles of B's trains while on A's tracks?
Answer.
B shall include in its statistics the train-miles, car-miles, etc., for its
trains operated on A's tracks.
Query.

CASE

69.

In April, 1902, a carrier completed a spur track, the cost of which was
charged to Operating Expenses. The larger part of the material used was secondhand. In December, 1908, the track was taken up and not replaced. In view of
the fact that the cost of the track was included in operating expenses, shall not the
salvage, if any, be charged to a material account and surplus credited with a similar
amount?
Answer.
The salvage shall be charged to a material account and Profit and Loss
credited with a similar amount. Expenses incident to the retirement of the track
shall be charged to Profit and Loss.
Query.

CASE

70.

To what account shall a railroad credit rent received from a telephone company for joint use of its trolley poles?
Answer.
Such rent shall be included in revenue account No. 142, "Rents of buildings and other property."
Query.

CASE

71.

To what accounts shall a carrier credit the value of scrap which recently has
been gathered and sold, and charge the cost of gathering same for sale? This scrap
has been scattered along the road for years, and it is now impossible to say to what
equipment or structures it originally belonged. It has never been carried in any
material account.
Answer. The receipts from the sale of this scrap, less the cost of assorting it, shall
be credited to material accounts and cleared from these accounts to Operating
Expenses. The cost of gathering the scrap shall be charged to expense account No.
202, "Roadway maintenance."
Query.

CASE

72.

Query. At various terminals on a section of Road A's line, which is jointly operated
with Road B, switching locomotives are furnished by B. How shall the compensation
for the use of these locomotives, which includes rent and the cost of repairs, be
accounted for?
Answer.
The proportion of compensation which covers the cost of repairs to and
depreciation of the locomotives shall be cleared through accounts "Maintaining
joint equipment at terminals." The remainder, representing return on capital invested in the locomotives, shall be credited by B and charged by A to the appropriate locomotive rent accounts in Income.
CASE

73.

Road A loans a locomotive and three coaches to Road B for excursion service,
and charges B for trackage and wages of employees delivering the equipment. How
shall these charges be treated?
Answer.
The charge for trackage shall be credited to account No. 143, "Miscellaneous." The charge for wages of employees shall be credited to the pay roll
account to which the wages of employees have been charged. The carrier has the
option of clearing the wages through the appropriate operating expense accounts.
Query.

(See Case

174.)
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CASE 74.
Query. May the adjustment of material accounts to the basis of inventories be
deferred to a period subsequent to the year in which the inventories are taken?
Answer. Such adjustments shall be made in the accounts of the year in which the
inventories are taken. (See Case 2.)
CASE 75.
Query. A company handles logs and ores extensively and to get this freight is
obliged to build temporary tracks into the woods and to the mines. Is it permissible,
instead of charging the entire cost of these tracks to the road and equipment accounts,
to charge the material, such as rails, angle bars, and switches, to these accounts, and
to include in Operating Expenses the cost of the ties, bolts, and grading? In this way
the irrecoverable portion of these tracks is disposed of during the time revenue from
them is being received and not after the revenue is all in.
Answer. The entire first cost of the sidings and spur tracks shall be charged to the
road and equipment accounts. The classifications permit the carrier to include the
depreciation upon these tracks in operating expenses during the period they are in
use.
CASE 76.
Query. How may a carrier make adjustment of the differences, due to insufficient
charges for depreciation, between the value of equipment as carried in its property
account and the actual value of the equipment as ascertained by an inventory
appraisal?
Answer. If a carrier's equipment accounts prior to July 1, 1907 (the effective date
of the depreciation accounts in Operating Expenses) show insufficient charges for
depreciation, and a carrier elects to make an adjustment so that the property account
Equipment shall in fact reflect the cost of equipment in service and the depreciation
accounts reflect the full amount of depreciation accrued on such equipment from
the beginning of its life, such adjustment for depreciation prior to July 1, 1907, shall
be made through Profit and Loss.
Advice as to the proper disposition of differences due to insufficient charges for depreciation after July 1, 1907, will be given by the Commission upon receipt of particulars
of such discrepancies.
CASE 77.
Query. Road B, as agent for Road A, furnishes the necessary equipment and operates passenger trains a distance over Road A's tracks. A pays B a rate per train-mile
for the service and receives all local revenue and proportion of revenue for through
traffic in trains while on these tracks. What is the proper accounting for these
revenues and expenses?
Answer. Road A shall credit the revenue of the trains to the primary revenue
accounts under Transportation and shall report all passenger and mileage statistics
of the trains.
The amount paid for the train service shall be divided, upon a basis agreed to
between the two roads, into two parts; one part, representing the rent of the equipment, shall be included by each road in the appropriate equipment rent accounts
in Income, the other part, representing the expenses of operation, shall be charged
by A under general accounts Maintenance of Equipment and Transportation to the
primary accounts other than joint facility accounts, and shall be credited by B to the
same accounts.
CASE 78.
Query. A railroad is constructed at a cost equal to the amount realized from the proceeds of a bond issue. Capital stock is issued gratuitously to stockholders. What
entries shall be made in the balance-sheet accounts on account of the issue of this stock?
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Answer. The par value of the stock issued shall be credited to account No. 751,
"Capital stock," and shall be debited to accounts covering discount and premium on
capital stock. The cost of road and equipment as stated in the property investment
accounts shall be their actual net cost in cash.
CASE

79.

Query. A carrier realized a profit of $2,000 in one month upon coal which it furnished, under a temporary arrangement, to another carrier. If this profit is credited
as provided in Case 25, it will unduly distort its operating expenses. In what account shall the profit be included?
Answer.
Case 25 has reference to small profits arising from work done or supplies
furnished under conditions which make it difficult to separate costs and profits.
In the case mentioned, the profit arising shall be credited to revenue account
No. 143, "Miscellaneous." In arriving at the profit, proper allowance shall be made
to cover transportation charges. (See Cases 25 and 61.)
CASE

80.

Query. A road sells notes because the money market does not warrant the sale of
bonds, which are deposited as collateral for the notes. Is it permissible to spread
the discount on the notes over the life of the bonds, treating the sale and retirement of both notes and bonds as one transaction?
Answer.
The sale and retirement of the notes shall be separately accounted for,
and the discount suffered shall be treated as provided in account No. 547, "Interest
on unfunded debt," if the notes are for a term not exceeding one year. If for a
longer term, the discount shall be included in account No. 725, "Discount on
funded debt" and extinguished during the life of the notes.
CASE

81.

Query. To what account shall be charged a contribution to cover the deficit of a
"Chautauqua"? This contribution was guaranteed for the purpose of securing
traffic.
Answer.
The amount shall be charged to account No. 353, "Advertising."
CASE

82.

Query. A bridge company owns, maintains, operates, and pays the taxes upon a
bridge over which a single railroad, in consideration of a fixed annual rent, enjoys
the right to operate its trains. In what accounts shall this rent be included?
Answer.
The bridge company shall credit the rent to income account No. 509,
"Income from lease of road"; shall charge the cost of maintaining and operating the
bridge to the same account; and shall charge the taxes to account No. 532, "Railway
tax accruals."
The railroad shall charge the proportion of the rent representing the expenses of
maintenance and operation to the appropriate operating expense primary accounts,
and the remainder to income account No. 542, "Rent for leased roads." As this is
the only railroad operating trains over the bridge, it is not a joint facility.
CASE

83.

Query. County scrip, which will be accepted at face value in payment of taxes,
is purchased at a discount. How shall it be carried in the balance sheet, and in what
accounts shall the profit be included when the scrip is used?
Answer.
The scrip shall be carried at cost. When it is used in the payment of
taxes the profit shall be credited to profit and loss account No. 607, "Miscellaneous
credits."
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CASE 84.
Query. At certain points on the border freight-train cars are held by the customhouse authorities a considerable length of time. Is the per diem accrued during the
detention of the cars chargeable to equipment rent account or to transportation expense account No. 411, "Other expenses"?
Answer. The per diem charges assessed in accordance with the per diem rules of
the carrier shall be charged to income account "Hire of freight cars."
CASE 85.
Query. To what account shall be charged the expense of cleaning the exterior of
sleeping and dining cars?
Answer. The cost of exterior cleaning of such cars shall be charged to expense
account No. 402, "Train supplies and expenses."
CASE 86.
Query. Through error a duplicate refund was made of an overcharge, and the
amount was determined to be irrecoverable. To what account shall be charged
the duplicate refund?
Answer. The amount of the duplicate refund, when discovered, shall be credited
to the account previously charged, and when found to be irrecoverable shall be
charged to account No. 533, "Uncollectible railway revenues." This case shall not
be construed to relieve the carrier from its responsibility for collecting and retaining the lawfully established charges.
CASE 87.
Query. To what account shall be credited amounts received from anonymous
sources which are ordinarily designated as "Conscience money"?
Answer. Unless the remittances indicate that the payments are assignable to the
revenue, expense, or income accounts, such payments shall be credited to account
No. 607, "Miscellaneous credits."
CASE 88.
Query. To what account shall be charged witness fees in a suit for damages growing
out of the false arrest of a person suspected of setting fire to a shop building of a
carrier; also, to what account shall be charged the judgment, if any, secured in
such a suit?
Answer. Both fees and judgment shall be charged to expense account No. 277,
"Other expenses."
CASE 89.
Query. Recently a carrier's shops and some equipment were burned. After deducting insurance there remains a loss on both shops and equipment. Is it proper
to charge the loss on the building to Profit and Loss?
Answer. The cost of the shops shall be credited to the appropriate road and equipment accounts. If it is intended to replace the burned property, its cost, less insurance and depreciation accrued, if any, and salvage recovered, shall be charged to
the appropriate operating expense accounts. If the shops are not to be rebuilt, the
cost, less insurance and depreciation accrued, if any, and salvage recovered, shall be
charged to profit and loss account No. 619, "Loss on retired road and equipment."
The loss on equipment shall be handled in accordance with the provisions in the
text of road and equipment general account II, Equipment.
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C a s e 90.

Query. To what account shall be charged penalties paid to public authorities for
violation of the 28-hour stock law?
Answer. They shall be charged to profit and loss account No. 621, "Miscellaneous
debits." (See Cases 37 and 38.)
C a s e 91.

Query. A carrier frequently pays charges for cleaning its ice houses. Shall the
expense be charged to "Train supplies and expenses," or shall it be divided
between that account and "Station employees"?
Answer. The cost of cleaning ice houses is considered a part of the cost of storing.
I t shall be added to the cost of the ice and, with the latter, apportioned to the
accounts to which the ice is charged.
C a s e 92.

Query. Railway A rents a portion of its tracks to Railway C at a flat rate per annum,
the amount of which is credited to rent, maintenance, and operation. This track is
a part of that operated jointly by A and B. Under the contract for the joint operation,
B is entitled to its proportion of the amounts received by A from C. What is the
proper distribution of the amount paid by A to B as its share of the amounts collected
from C?
Answer. The amount paid by C to A shall be divided into two parts; one representing maintenance and operation; the other, rent. The first part shall be credited by A to its appropriate joint facility operating expense accounts and the other
to the joint facility rent account under Income. The proportion of these credits
which is allowed in settlement with B shall be deducted from B's proportion of the
charge for rent, maintenance, and operation of the whole joint facility, and the remainder, which is collected from B, shall be credited by A to its appropriate joint
facility operating expense accounts and joint facility rent account under Income.
C a s e 93.

Query. There is a connecting line between the tracks of the A company and those
of the B company, each company owning the one-half of the track next to its own
line. The two companies alternate in performing the interchange switching over
this track in periods of six months, rendering bills alternately for proportions of
service performed. How shall the payments be charged and credited?
Answer. It is assumed that the bills for the service performed cover the cost of
switching service only. The amounts of such charges shall be included in the appropriate operating expense primary accounts other than joint facility accounts.
If the charges for hire of equipment are included in these bills, such charges shall
"be included by both companies in the appropriate equipment rent account in
Income.
C a s e 94.

Query. A carrier has a joint facility arrangement with another carrier which does
not report to the Commission. Shall it handle through its joint facility accounts
the amounts received for the use of these facilities?
Answer. It shall. Amounts received from a carrier, whether it reports to the
Commission or not, for the joint use of property operated by a carrier reporting to the
Commission, shall be divided by the operating carrier into two parts. One, representing the cost of maintenance and operation, shall be credited by the operating
carrier to the joint facility expense accounts affected; the other shall be credited to
income account No. 508, "Joint facility rent income." In case the facilities used
jointly are of minor importance, and the amounts received for the use of them are
small, the credits shall be to revenue account No. 142, "Rents of buildings and other
property."
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CASE 95.
Query. A terminal company has a contract with four railroads which jointly own
its capital stock, under which it handles all freight and passenger business over its
terminals for these companies. These railroads reimburse the terminal company for
all expenses of operation, interest on the bonds, and other fixed charges of the terminal
company and, in addition, pay a small percentage on first-mortgage bonds to be used
as a sinking fund for retiring the bonds. How shall these various payments be treated
in the terminal company's accounts?
Answer. The switching or terminal company shall include the expenses of operation
in its primary expense accounts and shall credit the charges pertaining to the joint
benefit service to the appropriate joint facility expense accounts. It shall include
the interest on bonds, other fixed charges, and contributions to its sinking fund in
income account No. 508, "Joint facility rent income."
CASE 96.
Query. A locomotive assigned to yard switching service is taken to the shops a
number of miles distant for repairs and is relieved by a locomotive from the shops.
To what account shall be charged the expense of running the relief locomotive from
the shops to the point where it is to be put in service? How shall the mileage of the
locomotives be classified?
Answer. The expenses shall be charged to the proper yard accounts under Transportation—Rail line. The mileage of the locomotives shall be classed as yard switching
locomotive-miles.
CASE 97.
Query. A and B are 10 miles apart, and the freight destined to B passes through A.
The freight trains are divided in the yard at A, and through freight destined to B is
taken to B by a transfer crew. The line between A and B is a part of the carrier's
main line. Shall the service of the transfer crew between these points be considered
train service or yard service?
Answer. It shall be considered train service and the expenses and the statistics of
train-miles, locomotive-miles, car-miles, etc., shall be treated accordingly. (See
Case 7.)

CASE 98.
Query. To what account shall a carrier charge commissions paid to brokers for the
purchase of the securities of other companies?
Answer. The amount of such commissions shall be considered as a part of the cost
of the securities purchased.
CASE 99.
Query. A carrier obtains a franchise which permits it to operate with steam motive
power within the limits of a city for a period of 20 years. To what account shall the
cost of this franchise be charged?
Answer. The cost shall be included in a convenient suspense account under balancesheet account No. 727, "Other unadjusted debits," and amortized during the life of
the franchise through equal annual charges to income account No. 551, "Miscellaneous
income charges."
CASE 100.
Query. In the construction of undergrade and overhead highway crossings a carrier
purchases sufficient land for slopes outside of its right of way instead of building
retaining walls. To what account shall the cost of this land be charged?
Answer. It shall be charged to road and equipment account No. 2, "Land for transportation purposes." (See Case 186.)
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CASE 101.
Query. In connection with the construction of an extension to its line a carrier
relocates a short section of an electric road's tracks for the purpose of avoiding grade
crossings. To what account shall the cost of the work be charged?
Answer I t shall be charged to road and equipment account No. 2, "Land for
transportation purposes."
CASE 102.
Query. A carrier sells to another carrier an undivided third interest in a part of its
line. How shall the proceeds of the sale be credited?
Answer. One-third of the ledger cost of the line shall be credited to the primary
road and equipment accounts to which the property had previously been charged.
The difference between the total amount thus credited and the amount received for
the proportion sold shall be included in Profit and Loss.
CASE 103.
Query. A carrier company sells a part of its line. To what account shall be credited
a lump sum received for the property?
Answer. The primary road and equipment accounts shall be credited with amounts
equal to the net amounts previously charged thereto with respect to the property
sold. The difference between the total amount thus credited and the amount received shall be included in Profit and Loss.
CASE 104.
Query. Real estate purchased in the names of individuals is used by a carrier as
right of way and for other operating purposes. How shall its cost be accounted for?
Answer. Under the assumption that the individuals in whose names the property
has been purchased are in fact the agents of the carrier, the cost of the real estate
shall be included in the carrier's property investment accounts.
CASE 105.
Query. On account of its line crossing a stream at a point on a section line a railroad purchases land for the purpose of constructing a county road at one side of the
section line at this point, thus permitting separate bridges to be built for use of the
railroad and the highway. The title of the land purchased is conveyed to the county,
while the county surrenders its title to that portion of the land upon which the railway is constructed and which was originally occupied by the highway. To what
account shall the cost of the land be charged?
Answer. It shall be charged to road and equipment account No. 2, "Land for
transportation purposes."
CASE 106.
Query. To what account shall be credited amounts collected from contractors as
penalties for failure to complete the construction of a portion of a line at a specified
time?
Answer. Such forfeiture shall be considered as an abatement in the cost of the
work covered in the contract and shall be credited to the account to which the cost
of the work is charged.
CASE 107.
Query. To what account shall the cost of the equipment of cabooses with telegraphones be charged; also the cost of repairs of these instruments? They are for
use in case of accident or trouble upon the line.
Answer. The cost of the installation as an initial equipment shall be charged to
road and equipment account No. 26, "Telegraph and telephone lines," and the
cost of maintenance to expense account No. 247, "Telegraph and telephone lines."
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CASE 108.
Query. In the construction of new freight cars some second-hand material is used.
At what prices shall this material be included in the cost of the new equipment?
Answer. The prices of the second-hand material shall be determined by deducting
fair allowances for depreciation from the current prices of the material as new.
CASE 109.
Query. Under the provisions of the forfeiture clause in a lease a carrier secured
title to a building which had been erected by the lessee upon the carrier's property
at a cost of $3,000. At the time of the foreclosure the lessee owed $300 for rent.
Shall the charges to the carrier's property account to cover the building be based
upon the original cost or upon the amount of the rent due?
Answer. The charge to the property account shall be based upon the actual cost
of the property to the carrier.
CASE 110.
Query. A wrecking crane, which was being used in removing old piles in connection with the repairs and additions and betterments to a wharf, fell through the wharf.
The engineer of the crane was injured. To what account shall be charged the payments on account of these injuries?
Answer. The accident having occurred in connection with the removal of the old
structure as a preliminary to the construction of improved wharf facilities, the payments shall be charged to expense account No. 274, "Injuries to persons."
CASE 111.
Query. In connection with the application of an improved device to equipment, to
what account shall be charged the cost of removing the old and of applying the new
device?
Answer. The cost of removing the old and of applying the new device shall be
charged to the appropriate repair account.
CASE 112.
Query. To what account shall be charged the cost of a motor applied to a locomotive
turntable?
Answer. The cost shall be charged to road and equipment account No. 20, "Shops
and enginehouses." The cost of the motor removed, if any, shall be credited to the
same account.
CASE 113.
Query. In the division of through passenger rates between Road A and Road B, Road
B was allowed an arbitrary per passenger for ferry service at its terminal. Subsequently the ferry service was extended and improved, and Road B was then allowed,
in addition to the arbitrary, a stated amount per year, irrespective of the number of
passengers. To what accounts shall the additional payments be debited and credited
by A and B, respectively?
Answer. They shall be debited and credited to the accounts to which the payments based upon the arbitrary per passenger are debited and credited.
CASE 114.
Query. A terminal railway company has no station agents, its station service being
performed by the superintendent of transportation and his clerks. To what account
shall the pay of these employees while thus engaged be charged?
Answer. To expense account No. 373, "Station employees."
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CASE 115.
Query. At a joint terminal the lading of cars is transferred on account of the cars
being in bad order. The cost of the work is charged against the road responsible for
the condition of the cars. In what account shall be included the amount of such
charges?
Answer. It shall be charged to expense account No. 373, "Station employees."
Under the conditions stated this is not a joint facility expense.
CASE 116.
Query. A railroad which does not permit its own equipment to leave its rails
receives freight cars from one connection on a per diem basis and from another upon a
demurrage basis. Shall the amounts paid as demurrage be charged as hire of equipment?
Answer. They shall be so charged.
CASE 117.
Query. The fuel used by a carrier is transported upon the basis of through rates
from mines located upon a foreign line. To what account shall be credited the carrier's proportion of the through rate on this material?
Answer. If the freight charges on the fuel upon the basis of through rate are charged
to the carrier's fuel account, the carrier's proportion of the freight charges shall be
credited to the same account.
CASE 118.
Query. A large part of the freight-car equipment used by a carrier in its operations
is held under a lease from the industrial owner. To what account shall be charged
amounts paid to the owner of the equipment? These payments represent rent and
depreciation.
Answer. The rent shall be charged to income account, "Hire of freight cars," and
the depreciation charged to expense account No. 315, "Freight-train cars—Depreciation."
CASE 119.
Query. A dining-car waiter left his car when a stop was made on account of a crossing accident. In attempting to reenter the train he fell and was injured. Shall the
expenses on account of such injuries be included in the accounts for rail operations,
or in those for miscellaneous operations?
Answer. They shall be charged to rail operating expense account No. 420, "Injuries
to persons." (See Case 19.)
CASE 120.
Query. To what account shall be charged a carrier's expenses on account of associations of transportation and car accounting officers?
Answer. They shall be charged to the accounts which are charged with the salaries
of the officers who represent the carrier as members of the associations.
CASE 121.
Query. To what account shall be charged the cost of running a special train for the
purpose of promoting industries along a carrier's lines?
Answer. It shall be charged to expense account No. 356, "Industrial and immigration bureaus."
CASE 122.
Query. Is it permissible to charge to expense account No. 372, "Dispatching trains,"
a portion of the salaries of telegraph operators who are located in towers and who incidentally receive and deliver train orders?
Answer. It is not. No charges shall be made to this account for incidental services
in receiving and delivering train orders.
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CASE 123.
Query. Is it proper to credit income account "Hire of freight cars," and to charge
Operating Expenses upon a per diem basis for the rent of cars used in transporting
company fuel used for operating purposes?
Answer. No charges shall be made to Operating Expenses for the rent of cars used
in transporting company fuel.
CASE 124.
Query. The fuel used by a carrier in its operations is delivered to its line by
schooner. At the point of delivery it is unloaded into bins. From these bins it is
loaded and transferred to other bins along the line and as needed is removed to coal
chutes. Is the cost of the coal delivered to the line properly considered the cost of
the fuel, or shall the cost of handling and transporting over the carrier's line be
included?
Answer. The cost of the fuel shall include its cost delivered to the carrier plus the
handling (loading and unloading) expenses up to and including delivery at the chutes.
No charges for transportation over the carrier's own line shall be included.
CASE 125.
Query. To what account shall be charged the expenses connected with gathering
and replacing on the tracks freight equipment wrecked by an extensive flood caused
by the bursting of an industrial company's dam?
Answer. They shall be charged to expense account No. 415, "Clearing wrecks."
CASE 126.
Query. To what account shall be charged the expenses of the cold storage of freight
which can not be delivered at the time it is unloaded?
Answer. The carrier's expenses on account of such storage shall be charged to
expense account No. 376, "Station supplies and expenses."
CASE 127.
Query. An agent received a summons garnishing the wages of an employee. On
account of delay incident to notifying the legal department the employee succeeded
in drawing his pay. The carrier was obliged to make good the amount of the claim.
To what account shall the loss be charged?
Answer. The loss shall be charged to expense account No. 460, "Other expenses."
CASE 128.
Query. To what account shall be charged the cost of foundry patterns?
Answer. It shall be charged to the accounts to which is chargeable the cost of the
castings manufactured from the patterns.
CASE 129.
Query. A storehouse containing maintenance-of-equipment material is destroyed
by fire. To what account shall be charged the loss of the material?
Answer. If the net loss is relatively small, it shall be distributed to the accounts
to which the material would have been charged had the fire not occurred. If the
loss is so large that its inclusion in the maintenance-of-equipment accounts would
impair the significance of the statistics prepared from such accounts, the loss shall
be included in account No. 621, "Miscellaneous debits."
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CASE

130.

Query. A carrier pays the salaries of the employees and all other expenses of a joint
outside ticket agency, and charges each tenant company for a proportion of these
expenses, based upon the ticket sales. In what accounts shall these charges be
included?
Answer. Carriers have the option, according to their convenience in accounting,
of crediting the proportions of the expenses of joint traffic offices charged to other
carriers directly to their pay roll and voucher accounts, or of including all charges
on account of service in the primary operating expense accounts and crediting foreign
lines' proportions to the same accounts. Joint traffic expenses are usually readily
assignable to the primary accounts, and. joint facility traffic accounts are therefore
deemed to be unnecessary.
CASE

131.

Query. To what account shall be charged the cost of twist drills, taps, dies, etc.,
used in general machine work, when for the replacement of worn-out tools?
Answer. If such articles are for use as appurtenances of power machine tools, their
cost shall be charged to expense account No. 302, "Shop machinery." If they are
for use as hand tool equipment, they shall be charged to clearing account "Shop
expenses."
CASE

132.

Query. The equipment used for the operation of a joint terminal is damaged, one
of the carriers using the terminal being responsible for the repairs as the damage
occurred through the fault of its employees. How shall the terminal company, which
makes the repairs, clear the cost of the work in its accounts?
Answer. The cost shall be credited directly to the payroll and material accounts,
or cleared through the appropriate primary accounts for repairs of equipment. This
is not a joint facility item. (See Cases 42 and 66.)
CASE

133.

Query. To what account shall be charged the cost of oil used in lubricating air-brake
cylinders on cars?
Answer. It shall be charged to expense account No. 402, "Train supplies and
expenses."
CASE

134.

Query. To what account shall be charged the cost of preparing and recording an
agreement with another carrier covering trackage rights?
Answer. Specific fees paid to attorneys for such services shall be charged to expense
account No. 454, "Law expenses." It is not intended that charges shall be made to
this account for the incidental services of officers whose pay is regularly chargeable
to other accounts.
CASE

135.

Query. Locomotives are leased to a lumber company, the lessor furnishing fuel and
other supplies for the locomotives and the lessee paying a lump sum for the supplies
and for use of the equipment. To what account shall be credited the amounts
received?
Answer. They shall be equitably apportioned between account No. 504, "Rent
from locomotives," and the accounts originally charged with the cost of the supplies.
(See section 2 of the general instructions for the Classification of Income, Profit and
Loss, and General Balance Sheet Accounts.)
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CASE 136.
Query. When land is rented in connection with addition and betterment projects, pending an actual purchase of the property, is the amount of such rent properly chargeable to the cost of additions and betterments? To what account shall be
credited rents received from subtenants of such property?
Answer. Provided the primary object in the renting of property is to facilitate the
addition and betterment work and the property is actually purchased for addition
and betterment purposes, the rents paid shall be included in the road and equipment
accounts, and the rents received credited to the same accounts.
CASE 137.
Query. The coupons on certain equipment-trust obligations contain a stipulation
that if not paid on date of maturity the coupons shall bear interest from that date. To
what account shall the interest on the coupons be charged?
Answer. I t shall be charged to income account No. 547, "Interest on unfunded
debt."
CASE 138.
Query. The expenses of a State railway commission are borne by the railways, the
apportionment among them being based partly on net earnings and partly on mileage.
To what accounts shall be charged a carrier's proportion of such expenses?
Answer. It shall be charged to income account No. 532, "Railway tax accruals."
CASE 139.
Query. A company acquires the exclusive use of tracks for a term of 10 years, paying
a fixed rate per car and in addition advancing funds to the lessor for the construction
of spur tracks, which are the property of the lessor. It is provided that in case of the
termination of the lease before the completion of the full term, the lessor will refund
to the lessee the amount advanced, less 10 per cent per annum from the date of the
lease. What is the proper accounting for the advances for construction?
Answer. The lessee shall carry the advances in account No. 706, "Investments in
affiliated companies," or in account No. 722, "Other deferred assets," as maybe
appropriate, charging one-tenth of the sum to Income each year as rents paid for
lease of track. The lessor shall correspondingly credit the advances to account No.
757, "Nonnegotiable debt to affiliated companies," or to account No. 770, "Other
deferred liabilities," as may be appropriate, crediting one-tenth of the sum to Income
each year as rents received.
CASE 140.
Query. In what account shall be included a carrier's investment in tableware and
tables, silverware, linen, and kitchen utensils in dining cars?
Answer. In account No. 54, "Passenger-train cars." (See Case 164.)
CASE 141.
Query. What is the correct accounting for the cost of adding, calculating, and
typewriting machines purchased by a road during its construction period?
Answer. The cost when purchased shall be charged to account No. 74, "Stationery
and printing," and if the machines are retained for use during the operating period
the residual value of the property shall be credited to this account and charged to
the property accounts to which is chargeable the cost of the buildings of the class
in which the machines are used.
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CASE

142.

Query. To what account shall be charged a carrier's investment in an experimental
farm which is conducted for the purpose of increasing traffic?
Answer. The cost of lands shall be charged to account No. 2,"Land for transportation purposes," and cost of buildings to account No. 35, "Miscellaneous structures."
CASE

143.

Query. A carrier includes in the price of material sold by it the tariff charges for
transportation over its line. To what account shall these charges be credited?
Answer. To account No. 101, "Freight."
CASE

144.

Query. To what account shall be credited the revenue derived from the transportation of packages, articles, etc., other than milk, on passenger trains?
Answer. If the rates charged for the transportation service are applicable only when
the property is transported incident to transportation of passengers and the weight of
the property is included in the determination of excess weight of baggage over free
allowance, the credit shall be to account No. 103, "Excess baggage." Otherwise
the revenue shall be credited to account No. 101, "Freight," if based upon freight
tariffs, and to account No. 108, "Other passenger-train," when on other bases.
CASE

145.

Query. In what account shall be included the pay and traveling, office, and other
expenses of officers, claim adjusters, clerks, and attendants who constitute the organizations for the handling of claim matters, including personal injury, loss and damage, overcharge, live stock, and damage to property claims?
Answer. These expenses shall be charged to accounts Nos. 451, 452, 453, or 458, as
may be appropriate.
CASE

146.

Query. A carrier operates regularly over its line a train for the transportation of
passengers. It receives for the transportation of through passengers a rate per trainmile from connecting lines. It concurs in the tariffs under which through passengers
are transported, but does not share in the prorate of the revenue therefrom. What
is the proper accounting for the amount thus received from the connecting lines?
Answer. The carrier shall include the statistics for such transportation in its
own accounts, and shall credit the amount received to revenue account No. 102,
"Passenger." The connecting lines shall correspondingly charge their respective
proportions of the payments to the same account.
CASE

147.

Query. To what account shall be credited the revenue derived from the weighing
of cars at tariff rates? The service performed is principally switching service. The
expense of recording the weights of the cars is relatively small.
Answer. To account No. 143, "Miscellaneous."
CASE

148.

Query. When lighterage service is provided for under the tariff rate under which
freight moves over the carrier's rail line, shall any revenue from the lighterage be
credited to the water-transfer revenue accounts?
Answer. No. The revenue accounts for water transfers are intended to include
merely revenue upon the basis of tariff rates covering only water-transfer service.
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CASE 149.
Query. A carrier leases a part of the railroad which it operates. To what account
shall be credited the rent received for the exclusive use of a dwelling house located
upon the right of way of the leased line?
Answer. To account No. 510, "Miscellaneous rent income."
CASE 150.
Query. A carrier rents a part of its terminal station for use as a warehouse and furnishes electrical power for use of the tenant. To what account should be credited
the compensation received?
Answer. If the compensation received is not based on distinct charges for rent of
the facility and for the power furnished, and the quantity of power furnished is relatively small, the credit shall be to account No. 142, "Rents of buildings and other
property." Only the proportion assignable as rent otherwise shall be credited in this
account and the remainder shall be credited to account No. 141, "Power."
CASE 151.
Query. A carrier operates restaurant, billiard and pool, bathing, and barber service
for the benefit of its employees. In what accounts shall the revenues and the expenses
of the service be included?
Answer. The revenues shall be included in account No. 132, "Hotel and restaurant," and the expenses in account No. 442, "Hotels and restaurants."
CASE 152.
Query. To what account shall be credited the revenue derived under specific tariff
rates for heating cars containing vegetable shipments?
Answer. To account No. 143, "Miscellaneous."
CASE 153.
Query. In what accounts shall be included the revenues and expenses of stock
pens at stations, maintained for the feeding, watering, and resting of stock in transit,
as required by law?
Answer. The revenue shall be credited to account No. 143, "Miscellaneous"; the
expenses of maintenance shall be charged to account No. 227, "Station and office
buildings"; and the expenses of operation shall be charged as may be appropriate to
account No. 373, "Station employees," or to account No. 376, "Station supplies and
expenses."
CASE 154.
Query. To what account shall be credited the revenue, derived under specific tariff
rates, from transferring freight from narrow to standard gauge cars?
Answer. To account No. 143, "Miscellaneous."
CASE 155.
Query. What is the correct accounting for the revenues and expenses of coal wharves
used for transferring coal from cars to boats, the revenue being derived from operations such as lifting coal from vessels, placing coal in cars, placing coal on wharves
for storage and later loading into cars, and from charges for storage on wharves?
This revenue is based upon specific charges. The service is not provided for in the
tariff rates for the transportation of coal.
Answer. The revenue derived from storage shall be included in account No. 135,
"Storage—Freight," and the remainder shall be included in account No. 143, "Miscellaneous." The cost of maintaining the wharves shall be included in account No.
243, "Coal and ore wharves," and the expense of operating them shall be included
in account No. 375, "Coal and ore wharves."
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CASE

156.

Query. A s t e a m r a i l r o a d c o m p a n y o p e r a t e s a s t r e e t car l i n e . W h a t is t h e c o r r e c t
a c c o u n t i n g for t h e r e v e n u e s a n d e x p e n s e s of t h e s e r v i c e ?
Answer. T h e r e v e n u e s from t r a n s p o r t a t i o n s e r v i c e s h a l l b e i n c l u d e d i n t h e a p p r o priate primary accounts u n d e r general account I, Transportation—Rail L i n e ; t h e incidental r e v e n u e in t h e primary accounts u n d e r general account I I I , Incidental.
T h e e x p e n s e s of o p e r a t i o n s h a l l b e i n c l u d e d i n t h e a p p r o p r i a t e p r i m a r y a c c o u n t s
u n d e r g e n e r a l a c c o u n t s I , M a i n t e n a n c e of W a y a n d S t r u c t u r e s ; I I , M a i n t e n a n c e of
E q u i p m e n t ; I I I , Traffic; I V , T r a n s p o r t a t i o n — R a i l L i n e ; a n d V I I , G e n e r a l .
If t h e c a r r i e r d e s i r e s t o d e t e r m i n e t h e r e v e n u e s a n d e x p e n s e s of t h e specific o p e r a tion, s u b p r i m a r y accounts m a y b e set u p i n accordance w i t h t h e order p r o m u l g a t i n g
t h e Classification of O p e r a t i n g R e v e n u e s a n d O p e r a t i n g E x p e n s e s .
CASE

157.

Query. T o w h a t a c c o u n t s h a l l b e c h a r g e d t h e cost of r e p a i n t i n g s w i t c h s t a n d s a n d
repairing b u m p i n g posts?
Answer.
T o a c c o u n t N o . 216, " O t h e r t r a c k m a t e r i a l . "
CASE

158.

Query. R o a d A m a i n t a i n s a n d o p e r a t e s a w a t e r s t a t i o n . W a t e r is s u p p l i e d from t h i s
s t a t i o n t o A ' s t r a i n l o c o m o t i v e s a n d t o t h e t r a i n l o c o m o t i v e s of R o a d B . B o p e r a t e s
j o i n t l y w i t h A a p o r t i o n of A ' s t r a c k s , a n d r e i m b u r s e s A u p o n a t r a i n - m i l e b a s i s for a
p o r t i o n of t h e cost of m a i n t a i n i n g a n d o p e r a t i n g t h e w a t e r s t a t i o n . W h a t i s t h e
c o r r e c t a c c o u n t i n g for t h e e x p e n s e s of m a i n t a i n i n g a n d o p e r a t i n g t h i s s t a t i o n ?
Answer.
A s h a l l c h a r g e t h e e n t i r e cost of m a i n t e n a n c e t o a c c o u n t N o . 2 3 1 , " W a t e r
s t a t i o n s . " T h e p o r t i o n of t h e m a i n t e n a n c e e x p e n s e s b o r n e b y B s h a l l b e i n c l u d e d i n
t h e a c c o u n t s for m a i n t a i n i n g j o i n t t r a c k s , y a r d s , a n d o t h e r facilities. E a c h r o a d s h a l l
c h a r g e i t s p r o p o r t i o n of t h e e x p e n s e s of o p e r a t i n g t h e s t a t i o n t o a c c o u n t N o . 397,
" W a t e r for t r a i n l o c o m o t i v e s . " A h a s t h e o p t i o n of i n c l u d i n g t h e t o t a l e x p e n s e of
o p e r a t i o n i n a c l e a r i n g a c c o u n t or of c l e a r i n g B ' s p r o p o r t i o n of t h e e x p e n s e s of o p e r a t i o n t h r o u g h a c c o u n t N o . 397, " W a t e r for t r a i n l o c o m o t i v e s . "
CASE

159.

Query. T o w h a t a c c o u n t s h a l l b e c h a r g e d e x p e n s e s o n a c c o u n t of p e r s o n a l i n j u r i e s
w h i c h a s t o r e h o u s e e m p l o y e e suffered w h i l e e n g a g e d i n u n l o a d i n g a c a r l o a d of l u m b e r ?
Answer.
I n c a s e t h e l u m b e r w h i c h w a s b e i n g u n l o a d e d w a s for m a i n t e n a n c e of
w a y a n d s t r u c t u r e s , t h e e x p e n s e s h a l l b e c h a r g e d t o a c c o u n t N o . 274, " I n j u r i e s t o
p e r s o n s " ; if for m a i n t e n a n c e of e q u i p m e n t , t h e c h a r g e s h a l l b e t o a c c o u n t N o . 332,
" I n j u r i e s t o p e r s o n s " ; if for t e m p o r a r y g r a i n d o o r s , d u n n a g e b o a r d s , s u g a r s t r i p s , e t c . ,
c h a r g e t o a c c o u n t N o . 420, " I n j u r i e s t o p e r s o n s . "
CASE

160.

Query. T o w h a t a c c o u n t s h a l l b e c h a r g e d i n s u r a n c e p r e m i u m s a n d t a x e s o n s t o r e house material stock?
Answer.
P r e m i u m s for i n s u r i n g m a i n t e n a n c e - o f - w a y m a t e r i a l s t o c k s h a l l b e i n c l u d e d
i n a c c o u n t N o . 275, " I n s u r a n c e , " a n d t h o s e for m a i n t e n a n c e - o f - e q u i p m e n t m a t e r i a l
s t o c k t o a c c o u n t N o . 333, " I n s u r a n c e . " I n case t h e p r e m i u m s a r e for i n s u r i n g g e n e r a l
s t o r e m a t e r i a l s t o c k w h i c h i s d e s i g n e d b o t h for m a i n t e n a n c e of w a y a n d s t r u c t u r e s
a n d for m a i n t e n a n c e of e q u i p m e n t t h e p r e m i u m s h a l l b e e q u i t a b l y a p p o r t i o n e d
b e t w e e n t h e a b o v e - m e n t i o n e d accounts. T a x e s u p o n store material stock shall b e
i n c l u d e d i n a c c o u n t N o . 532, " R a i l w a y t a x a c c r u a l s . "
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CASE 161.
Query. To what accounts shall be credited amounts received by a carrier for cleaning
and oiling the passenger cars of a tenant company?
Answer. To the accounts to which were originally charged the cost of the labor
expended and the material consumed in the work. (See Case 53.)
CASE 162.
Query. The amount received by a carrier in settlement under Master Car Builders'
Association rules for one of its cars which was destroyed upon a foreign line was in
excess of the original cost of the car. To what account shall the profit be credited?
Answer. To the appropriate equipment retirement account.
CASE 163.
Query. To what account shall be charged the wages of timekeepers who keep the
time of shop employees and make up shop pay rolls and miscellaneous statements
in connection therewith?
Answer. To account No. 301, "Superintendence."
CASE 164.
Query. To what account shall be charged the cost of repairs and renewals of tableware, silverware, linen, and kitchen utensils in dining cars?
Answer. To account No. 317, "Passenger-train cars—Repairs." (See Case 140.)
CASE 165.
Query. When ice, water, fuel, and lubricating material are supplied to sleeping
cars which operate over a carrier's line and the cost of the material is borne by the
carrier, to what account shall be charged the expense?
Answer. To account No. 402, "Train supplies and expenses."
CASE 166.
Query. To what account shall be charged a station agent's shortage in excess of the
surety bond?
Answer. To account No. 411, "Other expenses."
CASE 167.
Query. It is provided in account No. 388, "Enginehouse expenses—Yard," that
in this account shall be included the expense of calling yard enginemen. Shall the
expense of calling train enginemen be included in account No. 400, "Enginehouse
expenses—Train"?
Answer. It shall be so included.
CASE 168.
Query. In what account shall be included the cost of renewing equipment such as
tableware, table linen, kitchen utensils, and bedding, and cost of repairing furniture
in hotels and restaurants the revenue from which is includible in account No. 132,
"Hotel and restaurant"?
Answer. Such expenses shall be considered, as heretofore, running expenses, and
shall be charged to account No. 442, "Hotels and restaurants."
CASE 169.
Query. To what accounts shall be charged plaintiff's court costs and also the carrier's
own court costs in connection with personal injury cases, when such expenses are
borne by the carrier?
Answer. The plaintiff's court costs shall be charged to the appropriate accounts for
injuries to persons. The carrier's court costs shall be charged to account No. 454,
"Law expenses."
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CASE

170.

To what account shall be charged fees to physicians for the physical examination of (a) employees, and (b) applicants for employment?
A n s w e r . (a) To the account to which the pay of the employee is chargeable, except
when otherwise provided; (b) to the account to which the pay of the applicant would
be chargeable if employed, except when otherwise provided.
Query.

CASE

171.

Query. When such costs are borne by the carriers, to what account shall be charged
the cost of internal-revenue stamps required under the act entitled "An act to increase
the internal revenue and for other purposes," approved on October 22, 1914?
Answer.
The cost of such stamps for use in connection with operation shall be considered as taxes. When required in connection with construction projects, the cost
shall be appropriately included in the road and equipment accounts. If in connection
with the issuance of evidences of debt, it shall be accounted for as debt expense.
CASE

172.

When equipment-trust certificates which mature serially are sold in one lot
at a flat discount rate upon their entire par value, how shall the discount be amortized?
Answer.
The discount and expense shall be amortized through charges to Income,
in such manner that the ratio between the amortization charges and the principal of
the equipment-trust certificates outstanding will be uniform for all fiscal periods.
For example: A company issues five equipment-trust certificates, one certificate
maturing each year. The debt discount and expense is $450. The distribution of
the discount and expense should be as follows:
Query.

First year, principal outstanding $5,000........amortization charge (rate 3 per cent) $150
Second year, principal outstanding $4,000.. amortization charge (rate 3 per cent) 120
Third year, principal outstanding $3,000.. .amortization charge (rate 3 per cent) 90
Fourth year, principal outstanding $2,000.. .amortization charge (rate 3 per cent) 60
Fifth year, principal outstanding $1,000.. .amortization charge (rate 3 per cent) 30
CASE

173.

To what account shall be charged special assessments for construction and
maintenance of sewers adjacent to property the cost of which is includible in balancesheet account No. 705, "Miscellaneous physical property"?
Answer.
Assessments for the construction of such sewers shall be included in account
No. 705, "Miscellaneous physical property," and those for maintenance in account
No. 534, "Expenses of miscellaneous operations," provided the property is operated
by the carrier; otherwise to account No. 511, "Miscellaneous nonoperating physical
property."
Query.

CASE

174.

Query. A carrier borrowed equipment from a foreign l i n e . To what account shall
it charge amounts which it pays the foreign line for transporting the equipment to
its line?
Answer.
To the appropriate income account "Rent for equipment." (See Case 73.)
CASE

175.

Query. To what account shall be charged the rent paid for work equipment used by
a carrier in maintenance of way and structures?
Answer.
To account No. 540, "Rent for work equipment." Rents paid or received
for work or other equipment used in operation are income items. (See section 2 of
the general instructions
for
Balance Sheet
Accounts.)

the Classification

of Income,

Profit

and Loss,

and

General
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CASE 176.
Query. Under the condition that the expenses of maintaining equipment are borne
jointly by all users of a joint terminal, how shall a carrier account for amounts
received in reimbursement of taxes upon equipment used in the operation of the
terminal?
Answer. When the taxes are inseparable from other taxes the amount received in
reimbursement therefor shall be credited by the operating company to the appropriate account for rent from equipment. In case they are separable, the credit shall
be to account No. 508, "Joint facility rent income." Correspondingly the debtor
company shall charge these amounts to the appropriate account for rent for equipment or to account No. 541, "Joint facility rents," as may be appropriate.
CASE 177.
Query. When a carrier's funds are expended for construction purposes and interest
charges are made to Road and Equipment under the provisions of account No. 76,
"Interest during construction," to what accounts shall such interest be credited?
Answer. To account No. 515, "Income from unfunded securities and accounts."
CASE 178.
Query. A carrier's fiscal year ends on December 31. In the early part of the calendar
year the carrier issues short-term notes at a discount. How shall such discount be
accounted for?
Answer. The carrier's accounts shall be kept in such manner that in its annual report
to the Commission the discount assignable to the period before July 1 shall be charged
to income account No. 547, "Interest on unfunded debt." The amount thus assignable may be, at the carrier's option, either the entire discount or an amount proportionate to the life of the notes up to July 1.
CASE 179.
Query. To what account shall be charged interest paid on deferred taxes?
Answer. To account No. 547, "Interest on unfunded debt."
CASE 180.
Query. The capital stock of a terminal company is owned in equal proportions by
the tenant companies which jointly use the terminal. The net income of the terminal
company each year is distributed equally between the tenant lines. What is the
correct accounting for the amounts thus distributed?
Answer. Under the conditions stated the division of this income is in substance the
issue of a dividend upon stocks owned by the proprietary companies, and shall be
charged by the terminal company to account No. 553, "Dividend appropriations of
income."
CASE 181.
Query. Under the terms of a contract for purchase of equipment the carrier is
required to deposit with the trustees all amounts collected from insurance companies
on trust equipment destroyed by fire, such amounts to be held by them until the
property is replaced. In what account shall these deposits be carried?
Answer. The character of the deposits indicates the propriety of their inclusion in
the group of balance-sheet accounts designated as "Investments." Such deposits
shall therefore be charged to account No. 704, "Deposits in lieu of mortgaged property
sold."
CASE 182.
Query. Are the provisions of account No. 726, "Property abandoned chargeable to
operating expenses," applicable in the accounting for amounts chargeable to Operating Expenses in connection with the retirement of equipment?
Answer. They are not applicable.
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CASE 183.
Query. What is the correct accounting for a carrier's investment in a spur track to
a n industry when the cost of ties in and grading for the tracks is borne by the industry?
Answer. If constructed upon the property of the carrier, the entire cost of the tracks
shall be included in the carrier's road and equipment accounts, and the cost of the ties
and grading assumed by the industry shall be included in account No. 778, "Other
unadjusted credits," or in account No. 606, "Donations," as may be appropriate.
Amounts thus credited to account No. 606, "Donations," shall correspondingly be
charged to account No. 615, "Surplus appropriated for investment in physical property," and concurrently credited to account No. 779, "Additions to property through
income and surplus."
If constructed upon the land of the industry, only the portion of the cost which is
borne by the carrier shall be included in its road and equipment accounts. (See paragraph 11, section 2, in the general instructions for road and equipment accounts.)

CASE 184.
Query. Under the provisions of paragraph 8, section 1, of the special instructions for
t h e classification of operating revenues, for convenience in accounting is it permissible
for a carrier to include revenue overcharges, when discovered, in the agency accounts,
and to clear the unrefunded items to account No. 778, "Other unadjusted credits."
Answer. Overcharges may be temporarily carried in the agency accounts, provided
they are transferred to account No. 778, "Other unadjusted credits," if unrefunded at
t h e end of 60 days.
CASE 185.
Query. To what account shall be charged the cost of ties used in the construction of
pit cattle guards?
Answer. If crossties directly supporting the rails, the charge shall be to account
No. 8, "Ties." Otherwise the charge shall be to account No. 13, "Right-of-way
fences."
CASE 186.
Query. In connection with the elimination of grade crossings a carrier purchases
land immediately outside its right of way to provide slopes in a highway. How shall
the cost of this land be accounted for—
(a) When the carrier retains title to the land, and
(b) When the carrier relinquishes the title to the land to the municipality?
Answer. The cost shall be charged—
(a) To account No. 2, "Land for transportation purposes."
(b) To account No. 15, "Crossings and signs." (See Case 100.)
CASE 187.
Query. To prevent another railroad from crossing its tracks at grade a carrier contributes an amount toward the cost of constructing the crossing of the other railroad
above the grade of its own tracks. To what account shall be charged the amount of
this contribution?
Answer. The amount of the contribution shall be charged by the carrier to account
No. 15, "Crossings and signs."
CASE 188.
Query. To what account shall be charged the cost of a gasoline storage plant consisting of a storage tank and pump? The gasoline is for use in motor cars.
Answer. To account No. 20, "Shops and enginehouses."
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CASE 189.
Query. To what account shall be charged the cost of a water pipe line constructed
from shop water-supply system to passenger-car yards, for conveying water for car
cleaning and for filling water tanks in passenger cars?
Answer. To account No. 20, "Shops and enginehouses."
CASE 190.
Query. In what accounts shall be classed a carrier's investment in railway material storehouses?
Answer. If the storehouses are located at shops and are devoted to the storage of
material for maintenance of way and structures and for maintenance of equipment,
the investment shall be included in account No. 20, "Shops and enginehouses."
If not thus located, when devoted to the storage of material for maintenance of way
and structures the investment shall be included in account No. 17, "Roadway buildings"; and when devoted to the storage of material and supplies for general purposes
the investment shall be included in account No. 35, "Miscellaneous structures."
If located at division or line terminal stations and devoted to the storage of station
and train supplies the investment shall be included in account No. 16, "Station
and office buildings."
CASE 191.
Query. A carrier purchases a number of section motor cars to replace handcars.
Handcars are not included in its property investment accounts. To what account
shall the motor cars be charged?
Answer. To account No. 37, "Roadway machines."
CASE 192.
Query. To what account shall be charged the cost of a ditching machine which is
ordinarily operated while temporarily mounted upon a flat car?
Answer. To account No. 37, "Roadway machines."
CASE 193.
Query. To what account shall be charged the initial equipment of locomotives and
cabooses with wrecking frogs when their installation is under a general plan?
Answer. To account No. 51, "Steam locomotives," and No. 53, "Freight-train
cars," respectively.
CASE 194.
Query. To what account shall be charged the cost of medical services rendered for
an employee injured while engaged in the construction of a new road?
Answer. To the account chargeable with the cost of the work in connection with
which the employee was injured.
CASE 195.
Query. To what account shall be charged the cost of a law library installed by an
operating carrier?
Answer. To account No. 16, "Station and office buildings."
CASE 196.
Query. To what account shall be charged amounts paid to trust companies for the
registration and transfer of capital stock?
Answer. Payments in connection with the issue of capital stock are provided for in
account No. 71, "Organization expenses." Payments in connection with the transfer of capital stock shall be included in account No. 460, "Other expenses."
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CASE 197.
Query. What should be the accounting, under the provisions of Conference Ruling
No. 87, for tariff charges for transportation over the carrier's own line of kitchen utensils,
food, and other supplies for hotels and restaurants which serve the general public, the
revenue from which is creditable to account No. 132, "Hotel and restaurant."
Answer. The revenue from such charges shall be credited to the revenue account
appropriate for the service, and concurrently charged to expense account No. 442,
"Hotels and restaurants."
CASE 198.
Query. Road A purchases fuel supply coal f. o. b. mines, which are located on Road
B. B charges $1.10 per ton for transporting the coal to A's line, absorbing a charge of
$2 per car for interchange switching service rendered by A. The mining company
prepays B's freight charges and includes them in a specific charge against A. How
shall A account for these freight charges?
Answer. A shall include in the cost of the coal the freight charges, less the switching charges absorbed. The switching charges shall be charged to account No. 110,
"Switching."
CASE 199.
Query. One of a carrier's terminals is jointly operated for the benefit of its own business and that of a connecting line. Shall the amounts charged the tenant company for
rent of locomotives used in the operation of the joint terminal be considered as a joint
facility item and included by the lessor in account No. 508, "Joint facility rent income," or shall the item be considered as a hire of equipment item, and included in
account No. 504, "Rent from locomotives"?
Answer. It shall be included in account No. 504, "Rent from locomotives."
CASE 200.
Query. How shall be classified the train-miles of a gasoline-electric motor combination freight and passenger car which transports passengers and less-than-carload
freight?
Answer. In account No. 803, "Mixed-train miles."
CASE 201.
Query. A carrier owns a piece of real estate, the cost of which is included in account
No. 705, "Miscellaneous physical property." The right to remove sand and gravel
from this property is leased. To what account shall the carrier credit the compensation received under the lease?
Answer. Such portion of the amount received as represents the depletion in the
value of the property due to the removal of the sand and gravel shall be credited to
the investment account, and the remainder shall be credited to income account
No. 511, "Miscellaneous nonoperating physical property."
CASE 202.
Query. The accounting for small items of overcharges on freight shipments which
are found to be unrefundable involves a considerable refinement in accounting. Is
it permissible to carry these items in the revenue accounts until refund is actually
made?
Answer. Revenue overcharges amounting to one dollar or less on any one shipment
may be carried in the freight revenue accounts until refunded.
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CASE 203.
Query. Under the effective classification is it intended that the cost of repairs and
renewals of switch lamps shall be included in account No. 389, "Yard supplies and
expenses"?
Answer. It is the intent of the classification that only the cost of switch lamp supplies, such as oil, wicks, etc., shall be included in this account. The cost of repairs
and renewals of switch lamps is provided for in account No. 216, "Other track
material."
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ACCOUNTS.

Road and Equipment.
Road and equipment accounts—
for building investment
for construction labor
for construction material
for land investment
for line investment
for realty investment
for taxes
for track construction
in general
Road:
2. Land for transportation purposes
8. Ties
13. Right-of-way fences
15. Crossings and signs
16. Station and office buildings
17. Roadway buildings
20. Shops and enginehouses
26. Telegraph and telephone lines
35. Miscellaneous structures
37. Roadway machines
Equipment
51. Steam locomotives
53. Freight-train cars
54. Passenger-train cars
General expenditures:
71. Organization expenses
74. Law....
76. Interest during construction
Operating R e v e n u e s .
Operating revenue accounts—
for freight revenue
for passenger revenue
for transportation of supplies
for water transfers
in general
Transportation—Rail line
101. Freight
102. Passenger
103. Excess baggage
108. Other passenger-train
110. Switching
111. Special service train
Incidental
131. Dining and buffet
132. Hotel and restaurant
135. Storage—Freight
141. Power
142. Rents of buildings and other property
143. Miscellaneous

Case.
89,109,141
21,40,64,170,194
- 43,108,128
136
102,103,106
104
171
75,183
1,4,78
100,101,105,142,186
185
185
186,187
190,195
40,190
112,188,189,190
107
142,190
191,192
59,76,89
193
40,59,193
140
196
141
177

202
113
197
148
1,23,51,57,65
77,156
61,143,144
46,146
144
144
14,27,198
24
156
58
151
155
150
65,70,94,150
9,35,73,79,147,152,153,154,155

Operating Expenses.
Operating expense accounts—
for car cleaning and oiling
for dining-car line
for equipment depreciation
for equipment repairs

53,161
58
76
5,36, 111, 132
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Operating expense accounts—Continued.
for equipment retirement
for expense due to accidents
for expense involving material and supply costs
for expense involving pay-roll items
for freight transfer
for injuries of persons
for joint facility expense
for joint office expense
for maintenance of leased property..
for maintenance of track
for operation of leased property
for operation of line
for operation of terminal
for operation of track
for salaries of officers
for shop replacement
for switching service
for track depreciation
for train service
for work done for others
for work requiring foundry castings
for yard service
in general
Clearingaccounts—
for fuel-station operation..
for material store expenses
for shop operation
20,
for water-station operation
Maintenance of way and structures
201. Superintendence..
202. Roadway maintenance
208. Bridges, trestles, and culverts
216. Other track material
227. Station and office buildings
229. Roadway buildings
231. Water stations
243. Coal and ore wharves
247. Telegraph and telephone lines
274. Injuries to persons
275. Insurance
277. Other expenses
279. Maintaining joint tracks, yards, and other facilities—Cr
Maintenance of equipment
301. Superintendence
302. Shop machinery
315. Freight-train cars—Depreciation
316. Freight-train cars—Retirements
317. Passenger-train cars—Repairs
332. Injuries to persons
333. Insurance
336. Maintaining joint equipment at terminals—Dr
337. Maintaining joint equipment at terminals—Cr
Traffic
.
351. Superintendence
353. Advertising
356. Industrial and immigration bureaus
Transportation—Rail line
371. Superintendence
372. Dispatching trains
373. Station employees
375. Coal and ore wharves
376. Station supplies and expenses
382. Fuel for yard locomotives
388. Enginehouse expenses—Yard
389. Yard supplies and expenses
390. Operating joint yards and terminals—Dr
391. Operating joint yards and terminals—Cr

Case.
162
42
2,17,42,43,52,53,55,71,91,129,132,198
21,42,52,53,73,130,132,170
14
42,169
3,9,18,23,28,56,61,66,92,94,95,158
130
51,82
18,28
51,
82
55
95
18,28
120
89
93
75
7,31,97
25
128
7,96,97
1,50,51,57,65
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54
6
131
158
4,156
10
71
62
157,203
153
65
158
155
107
19,110,159
160
88
28,45
77,156
10,163
131
118
59
164
159
160
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72
156
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121
77,156
10,22
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22,91,114,115,153
155
15,126,153
12,54
52,167
203
52,54,67
28,41,45,52,54,67
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Transportation—Rail line—Continued.
393. Train motormen
394. Fuel for train locomotives
397. Water for train locomotives
400. Enginehouse expenses—Train
402. Train supplies and expenses
405. Crossing protection
411. Other expenses
412. Operaing joint tracks and facilities—Dr
413. Operating jointtracks and facilities—Cr
415. Clearing wrecks
416. Damage to property
418. Loss and damage—Freight
420. Injuries to persons
Miscellaneous operations:
442. Hotels and restaurants
General
451. Salaries and expenses of general officers
452. Salaries and expenses of clerks and attendants
453. General office supplies and expenses
454. Law expenses
457. Pensions
458. Stationery and printing
460. Other expenses
461. General joint facilities—Dr
462. General joint facilities—Cr

Case.
8
12,54
158
52,167
8,9,85,91,133,165
67
84,166
67
28,41,67
125
4,63
30,32
119,159
151,168,197
156
10,22,145
145
145
134,169
34
145
32,39,127,196
28
28

INCOME ACCOUNTS.

Income accounts—
for amortization of discount
for equipment rent
for hire of equipment
for interest payable
for joint facility rents
for lease of road
for locomotive rent
fortaxes
in general
Credit accounts:
503. Hire of freight cars—Credit balance
504. Rent from locomotives
505. Rent from passenger-train cars
508. Joint facility rent income
509. Income from lease of road
510. Miscellaneous rent income
511. Miscellaneous nonoperating physical property
515. Income from unfunded securities and accounts
519. Miscellaneous income
Debit accounts:
532. Railway tax accruals
533. Uncollectible railway revenue
534. Expenses of miscellaneous operations
536. Hire of freight cars—Debit balance
538. Rent for passenger-train cars
540. Rent for work equipment..
541. Joint facility rents
542. Rent for leased roads
547. Interest on unfunded debt
551. Miscellaneous income charges
552. Income applied to sinking and other reserve funds
553. Dividend appropriations of income

172
31,44,77,84,93,174,176
26,116
43
9,18,23,28,45,46,92
33,139
30,72
171
1
14,29,123
135,199
58
3,28,45,46,56,94,95,176,199
51,82
149
173,201
177
13

-

3,82,138,160
86
173
29,84,118
58
175
3,46,176
51,82
32,80,137,178,179
99
34
180

PROFIT A N D LOSS.

Profit and loss accounts—
for abandoned construction projects
for depreciation before July 1, 1907
for profit from property sales..
for retirements of property
in general

60
76
102,103
69
1
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Credit accounts:
606. Donations
607. Miscellaneous credits
Debit accounts:
615. Surplus appropriated for investment in physical property
619. Loss on retired road and equipment
621. Miscellaneous debits

Case.
183
47,83,87
183
59,89
37,38,90,129

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET.

General balance-sheet accounts—
for agencies settlements
for commercial paper purchased
for construction projects in suspense

184
83
60
171

for debt expense
for dismantled equipment
for material costs
for securities purchased
for stock premium and discount
Debit accounts:
704. Deposits in lieu of mortgaged property sold
705. Miscellaneous physical property
706. Investments in affiliated companies
715. Miscellaneous accounts receivable
716. Material and supplies
721. Insurance and other funds
722. Other deferred assets
725. Discount on funded debt
726. Property abandoned chargeable to operating expenses
727. Other unadjusted debits
Credit accounts:
751. Capital stock
757. Nonnegotiable debt to affiliated companies
770. Other deferred liabilities
776. Accrued depreciation—Equipment
778. Other unadjusted credits..
779. Additions to property through income and surplus
782. Miscellaneous fund reserves

171
11
2,40,43,69,71,74,117,129,132,135,198
98
78
181
16,173,201
139
42,59
59
34
139
80
182
99
78
139
139
59
11,183,184
183
34

MILEAGE.

Mileage accounts—
in general
Train-miles
803. Mixed-train miles
Locomotive-miles
Car-miles

7,51,77,97
7,48,49,51,68 97
7,48,51,96,97
7,51,68,97

I N D E X B Y TOPICS.

A.
Case.
60
182
110
42

Abandoned construction projects, loss on
property account inapplicable to equipment property
Accident expense connected with wharf improvement
reimbursed by tenant company

(See also Casualty, Damage.)
Accounting officers, participation in associations of
Accounts, adjustments of, to inventory basis
closing of, at end of year
monthly writing up of.
opening of, for operating revenues and expenses
reflection of actual transactions in
Accounts receivable, debits to, for damages payable by others

120
2,74,76
6
1
57
65,78
42,59

(See also Bills.)
Adding machines purchased during construction, investment in
Additions, donations used in construction of
rents chargeable as part of cost of
Adjusters of claims, pay and expenses of
Adjustment of equipment investment accounts
of material accounts
Advances by lessee to lessor for construction purposes
Advertising expense in form of contribution to a Chautauqua
Affiliated companies, advances to, for construction purposes
Agency accounts, revenue overcharges temporarily assignable to
expense for joint traffic offices, apportionment of.
Agent, corporation, property held in name of.
general, with duties of clerk and local agent, pay and expenses of
station, shortage of, when not covered by bond
Agreement covering trackage rights, preparation and recording of
Air-brake cylinders, lubricating oil for
Allowances for loyal service during strike
Amortization of debt discount and expense on serial issues
of franchise costs...
Amusement coupons unpresented, revenue from
Angle bars used in temporary track construction
Anonymous remittances to conscience fund
Appliances, defective, judgment against carrier for
Apportionment of expense. (See Distribution, Joint.)
Appraisal of equipment. (See Inventory.)
Approaches to bridge, options on land for
Appropriations of dividends in form of distribution of income
of surplus derived from donations by industry
Arbitrary for terminal ferry service, additions to, at division of rates
Arrest, false, witness fees in suit against carrier for
Assessments for sewers adjacent to miscellaneous physical property
Assistants of president in immediate charge of departments
Associations of officers, participation in
Assorting of scrap for sale, deduction of expense for, from sales receipts
Attorneys' fees for preparing and recording trackage agreements
Auditor with duties of general bookkeeper, pay and expenses of
B.
Bad-order cars, transfers of lading from
Baggage, excess, revenue from transportation of
Balance in clearing account for material store expenses
Barber service for employees, revenues and expenses of.

(47)

-

--

141
183
136
145
76
- - 2,74
139
81
139
184
130
16,104
22
166
134
133
21
172
99
35
75
87
37
60
180
183
113
88
173
10
120
71
134
22
115
144
6
151

48
Case.
Bathing conveniences for employees, revenues and expenses of
Bedding in hotels and restaurants, renewals of
Betterments, rent chargeable as cost of
Billiard conveniences for employees, revenues and expenses of.
Bills for material, interest and discount on
for shares of expense assignable to other carriers
for work done for others, small profits from
(See also Accounts

151
168
136
151
43
42,61,67,93
25

receivable.)

Boards, dunnage, injuries of employee unloading lumber for
159
Bolts used in temporary track construction
75
Bond interest and sinking fund of terminal company, payments toward, by proprietary companies.
95
Bonded freight, fines for improper delivery of
38
Bookkeeper, general, pay and expenses of auditor acting as
22
Brake cylinders, lubricating oil for
133
Brasses on cars, removal of, to prevent losses by theft
36
Bridge construction postponed, preliminary expenditures for
60
rent payable by tenant company to bridge company
82
repairs, temporary pile structure installed during
62
Bridgemen expense apportionable to other carriers
41
Brokers' commissions for purchasing securities of others
98
Buildings acquired b y conversion of box cars, investment in
40
acquired by foreclosure, investment in
109
acquired in name of trustee, investment in
16
cleaning expense assignable to storage costs
91
destroyed by fire, loss on
89
facilities jointly used, apportionment of expense for...
23,56
investment at experimental farm, classification of
142
investment, inclusion of mechanical equipment in
112,188
investment, inclusion of office equipment in
141,195
investment, inclusion of water-supply system in
189
investment used for material storehouses, classification of
190
investment used for station stock pens, classification of
153
1 eased to others with power furnished, rent from
150
protection, lawsuit expenses in connection with
88
repairs on houses used rent free by employees
65
subleased to others, rent from
149
(See also Fuel station, Real estate,

Terminal.)

Bumping posts, repairs of
B u n k houses acquired by conversion of box cars, investment in
Bunks for timekeepers engaged in construction work

............

157
40
64

C.
Cabooses, telegraphones for, installation and maintenance of
wrecking frogs for, installation of
Calculating machines purchased during construction, investment in
Capital stock issued gratuitously, balance-sheet entries for
registration and transfer, payments to trust companies for
Car accounting officers' associations, participation in
Car inspectors, joint, pay and expenses of
Car-miles of service between mines and concentration stations
of service on tracks of another carrier
of service operated by transfer crew
Cars, appliances of, defective, judgment against carrier for
cleaning of
construction of, price charges for secondhand material used in.
conversion of, into bunk houses for laborers
depreciation of, when held under lease from owner
ditching machine mounted on, investment in
heating of
hire of. (See Hire.)
investment in, for use in place of section hand cars
investment in, inclusion of car furnishings in
lighting of
loading of, at coal wharves, revenue from
lubrication of
oiling of
repairs of, removal of brasses to prevent loss by theft includible in

107
193
141
78
196
120
5
7
51,68
97
37
53,85,161
108
40
118
192
53,162
191
... 140,193
53
155
53,133,165
53
36

49
Cars, repairs of, repairs and renewals of furnishings includible with
retirement of, when destroyed on foreign line
telegraphones for, installation and repairs of
transfer of lading of
unloading of, injuries expense incident to
weighing of, revenue from
(See also

Equipment.)

Cash for payment of employees' wages, premiums paid to obtain
from anonymous donors of conscience money
Castings, foundry patterns for manufacture of
Casualty expense incident to joint facility operation
(See also

39
87
128
66

Accident)

Cattle guard construction, ties used in
Certificates, equipment-trust, amortization of discount on
Chautauqua deficit, contribution by carrier to offset
Claim adjusters, pay and expenses of
Claims billed against tenant company under trackage agreement
due to carrier's delay after garnishment summons
unpaid by carrier, interest and penalties on
Cleaning of cars, expense for, when done by another carrier
of cars owned by others, receipts from
of dining and sleeping car exteriors
of ice houses assignable to storage costs
of passenger cars, investment in pipe line for
Clearing account for fuel station benefiting two carriers
for material store expenses, annual closing of
for shop expenses, tool replacement assignable to
for shop operation involving work for others
for water station benefiting two carriers
Clearing wrecks, expense for, due to flood from bursting dam
Clerk at freight yard, fine due to omission by
for claims matters, pay and expenses of
of general superintendent, pay and expenses of general agent acting as
of president in direct charge of departments, pay and expenses of
of transportation superintendent of terminal company, pay of
Coal furnished by another carrier, expense for
furnished for leased restaurant service
furnished to another carrier, receipts from
handling and storage at Coal wharves, revenue from and expense for
purchased by carrier, freight and switching charges on
used for firing up locomotives
(See also

164
59,162
107
14,115,154
159
147

185
172
81
145
42
127
32
53
53,161
85
91
189
54
--6
131
20
158
125
38
145
22
10
114
53
15
53,79
155
198
12

Fuel.)

Coal stations. (See Fuel station.)
wharves, revenues from and expense for. .
Cold storage of freight pending delivery
Collateral security, distribution of note discount over life-term of
Collection of lawful freight charges, obligation as to
of lost freight for another carrier, receipts and payments for —
of scrap for sale
Combination car for passenger and freight service, train-miles of
Commercial paper. (See Note, Scrip.)
Commission, State, payments by carrier toward expenses of
Commissions to brokers for purchase of securities of others
Concentration stations and mines, expense and statistics for service between
Conscience money, receipts from anonymous donors of
Construction, advances by lessees to lessor for
assessments for, incident to miscellaneous physical property
bunk houses for laborers engaged in
cattle guard, ties used in
crossing, by another carrier, contributions to
damage expense in connection with
donations received for, from an industry benefited
forfeitures by contractors engaged in
injuries expense in connection with
interest credits on carrier's funds used in.
internal-revenue stamps purchased during
land for, classification of, when for relocation of highway

79
126
80
86
30
71
200
138
98
7
87
138
173
40
185
187
4
183
106
110
177
171
105

52
Equipment, depreciation of, reimbursement for, by lessee from industrial owner
destruction of, by fire, loss in excess of insurance on
improvement of, substitution of new device for
maintenance of, debits to, in connection with storehouse material
repairs of, joint car inspectors' pay includible in
repairs to, by joint-terminal company when chargeable to tenant company
repairs to, shop expense clearing account for apportionment of
replacement of, amounts owed another carrier to cover
replacement of, insurance recoveries deposited in trust pending
replacing of, on tracks after displacement by
flood
retirement of, abandoned property account inapplicable to
retirement of, retirement loss debits at
taxes on, reimbursement of, by tenant companies of joint terminal
transportation of, to carrier's line when borrowed from another carrier
(See also Cars, Hire, Locomotives,

Case.
118
89
111
129,159,160
5
132
20
11
181
125
182
59
176
174

Bent.)

Equipment-trust coupons matured, interest payable on
discount and debt expense, amortization of
Error of clerk, overcharge refund duplication due to
Examination, physical, of employees and applicants, fees for
Excess baggage, revenue from transportation of
Excursion service, delivery of equipment loaned by another carrier for
Expense accounts to include only actual expenses
Expenses of officers and employees. (See Personal expenses.)
Experimental farm, investment in, for increasing traffic
Express cars, revenue from switching of
Extension of line, relocation of another's property in connection with
Extraordinary expense for injuries at joint facilities

137
172
86
170
144
73
65
142
27
101
66

F.
Failures in contract requirements, contractors' forfeitures for
False arrest, witness fees in suit against carrier for
Fares.

(See Passenger

106
88

service.)

Farm, experimental, investment in, for increasing traffic
Feeding of stock in transit, revenues and expenses of stock pens for
Fees of attorneys for preparing and recording trackage agreements
of physicians for physical examination of employees and applicants
of witnesses in suit against carrier for false arrest
Fence investment debits for ties at cattle guards
Ferry service at terminal, allowances for, in division of rate
Fines. (See Penalties.)
Fire insurance recoveries held by trustees pending replacement
loss on shop and equipment destroyed
loss on storehouse material for equipment maintenance....
Firing up locomotives for service, supplies used in
Fixed charges of terminal company, payments toward, by proprietary companies
Flagmen at crossings, apportionment of pay of, between carriers
Flat car, investment in ditching machine temporarily mounted on
Flood water, damages by, due to inadequate waterways
wreck of freight equipment by, due to bursting dam
Food supplies for public hotels and restaurants, transportation of
Foreclosure under lease, acquisition of building by
Forfeiture by contractor for failure in construction
by lessee of building erected on land leased
Foundry patterns, assignment of cost of
Franchise for operation within city limits, amortization of costs for
Freight cold storage after unloading for delivery, expense for
delivery in violation of customs regulations, fines for
handling at jointly used freight houses, receipts from
handling in coal wharf operation, revenue from and expenses of
recovery for another carrier when lost along track, expense for
transfer at joint terminal, charges for
1
transfer chargeable against another, credit for
transfer from narrow-gauge cars, revenue from
Freight cars. (See Cars.)
Freight charges lawfully established, responsibility for collection and retention of
on company fuel furnished to another
on company fuel received, adjustment of
on company material for hotel and restaurant service

142
153
134
170
88
185
113
181
89
129
12
95
67
192
4
125
197
109
106
189
128
99
126
38
56
155
30
115
14
154
86
79
117,124,198
197

53
Freight charges on company material sold, revenue from
on maintenance material for joint facilities
on packages and articles carried on passenger trains, revenue from
(See also

Case.
143
61
144

Overcharges.)

Freight claims. (See Claims.)
Freight houses operated as joint facilities, receipts from
Freight revenue from movement of company material sold
from movement of material carried on passenger trains
from movement of material used at joint facilities
from service including lighterage
from service on joint facility line, division of
involving minor overcharges
Freight service between mines and concentration stations
by gasoline electric motor cars
by lumber company using carrier's line
by transfer crew operating on main line
for car delivery outside of regular yards
on joint facility line
(See also Train

56
143
144
61
148
23
202
7
200
49
97
48
23

service.)

Frogs, wrecking, initial equipment of cabooses and locomotives with
Fuel costs, adjustment for through-rate freight charges involved in
exclusion of car hire from
exclusion of carrier's freight charges from
inclusion of handling costs in
Fuel expense for firing up locomotives for service
for gasoline motor car operation in revenue service
for locomotives leased to another carrier, lessor's credits for
for sleepingcarsoperated over carrier's line
for work-train service, basis for distribution of
for yard locomotives, basis for distribution of
Fuel station operated as joint facility, apportionment of expense for
Furniture repairs at hotels and restaurants

193
117
123
124
124
12
8
135
165
50
50
54
168

G.
Garnishment, claim incurred through delay of notice of.
Gas for car lighting furnished by one carrier to another
Gasoline electric motor cars in mixed service, train-miles of
motor cars in revenue service, operation of
storage plant for motor cars
Gathering equipment displaced byfloodfrom bursting dam
lumber lost from train by another carrier
scrap from along line for sale
General expenses for operation of joint facilities, apportionment of
for operation of street car line
General officers having specific departmental duties, pay and expense of
Governmentfinesimposed for improper delivery of bonded freight
judgment obtained for defective appliances on cars
Grade crossings. (See Crossings.)
Grading expense for spur tracks to industry when borne by industry
for temporary tracks to forests and mines
Grain doors, temporary, injuries of employee unloading lumber for
Gravel rights on miscellaneous physical property, receipts from
Guaranty to cover deficit of Chautauqua, contributions under
H.
Hand tools for replacement of worn out shop tools
Hand cars, section motor cars for replacement of, investment in
Handling coal at coal wharves, revenue from
fuel before delivery at chutes, inclusion of, in fuel cost
material in stock, closing of annual balance covering cost of
shipments at jointly used freight houses, receipts from
Hauling cars. (See Train service.)
Heating cars containing vegetable shipments, revenue from
Highway relocation incident to bridge construction, land acquired for
slopes for avoidance of grade crossings, land acquired for
Hire of equipment, assignment of per diem reclaims to
of equipment used in joint yard operations, apportionment of
of equipment used in train service on another's tracks

127
53
200
8
188
125
30
71
28
156
10,22
38
37
183
75
159
201
81
131
191
155
124
6
56
152
105
100,186
26,29
44
31

54
Case.
93
84
118
116
123
14

Hire of equipment used under alternate switching arrangement
of freight cars detained by customs authorities at border
of freight cars held under lease from industrial owner
of freight cars received on demurrage basis
of freight cars transporting company fuel, impropriety of charges for
of freight cars used in transferring ladings of cars
(See also

Rent.)

Hotel service conducted for employees
Hotels, equipment for, repairs and renewals of
equipment for, transportation charges on
supplies for, transportation charges on
Houses. (See Buildings.)

151
168
197
197

I.
Ice cost, inclusion of ice-house cleaning expense in..
furnished for leased restaurant service
furnished to cars of another carrier
furnished to sleeping cars operated over carrier's line
.
Ice houses, inclusion of cleaning of, in costs of ice.
Improved device for equipment, installation expense for
Industries, freight cars leased by carrier from, payments for
locomotives leased to, with supplies furnished, credits for
log trains operated over carrier's line by, mileage of
special train run by carrier for promotion of
spur track constructed to, contributions to carrier for
temporary tracks constructed to, investment in
Injuries in connection with operation of joint facilities
.
to dining-car waiter employed on transportation train
....
to engineer of crane used in wharf improvement work
to persons, court costs incident to, when borne by carrier
to prospective passenger hurt by maintenance work train
to storehouse employee while unloading carrier's lumber
Inspectors, joint car, payments by carrier toward pay and expenses of
Insurance allowances in accounting for fire losses on property
premiums on storehouse material
recoveries deposited with trustees pending replacement
Interchange switching. (See Switching.)
Interest on bills for material, income debits for payment of
on carrier's funds used in construction, credits for
on deferred taxes, income debits for payment of
on equipment-trust coupons matured, income debits for
on loss and damage claims, expense debits for
on terminal company bonds, proprietary companies' payments toward
on unfunded debt, discount debits to
on valuation, rent considered as
Interlocking plant operated as joint facility, repairs of damage to
Internal-revenue stamps required by Federal law
Interstate Commerce Commission, report of discount items to
Inventory basis, adjustment of equipment values to
adjustment of material accounts to
Investment, advances includible in, when reimbursement is contingent
damages during construction assignable to
deposits includible in, when held pending replacement
Issue of stock, registration and transfer expense incident to

....

91
15
53
165
91
111
118
135
49
121
183
75
42,66
119
110
169
19
159
5
89
160
181
43
177
- - 179
137
32
95
178
28
63
171
178
76
2,74
139
4
181
196

J.
Joint car inspectors, carrier's proportion of pay and expenses of
drawbridge expense reimbursed by tenant companies
equipment, damage to, chargeable solely to tenant company at fault
equipment furnished by tenant company, compensation for
equipment, reimbursement of taxes on, by tenant companies
facilities, casualties at, distribution of extraordinary expenses for
facilities, damages at, chargeable to tenant company at fault
facilities used by tenant company not reporting to Commission
facilities used for turning locomotives, compensation for
freight houses, carrier's receipts from operation of
poles used by carrier and telephone company, rent from
terminal, carrier's expense for transfers of car ladings at

5
41
132
72
176
66
42,63,132
94
9
56
---70
115

55
Joint terminal, distribution of lump-sum receipts from operation of
terminal, reimbursement of expenses and fixed charges of, by proprietary companies
terminal, rent received from equipment used at
ticket agency, distribution of expense for
track maintenance billed against tenant companies
track operation by owning and tenant companies
track operation by tenant companies
track rent from outside carrier, apportionment of
traffic expense accounts, reason for absence of
water station operated by owning company, distribution of expense for
yards, crossing flagmen at, pay of
yards, fuel station expense apportionable partly to
yards, enginehouse expense apportionable partly to
yards, hire of equipment used at, apportionment of
Judgment incurred in damage suit for false arrest...
in Federal action for defective appliances.

Case.
45
95
199
130
61
18,28,46
3,23
92
130
158
67
54
52
44
88
37

K.
Kitchen utensils, investment in, for dining cars
renewals of, for hotels and restaurants
repairs and renewals of, for dining cars
transportation charges on, for hotels and restaurants
L.
Labor for preparing cars of another carrier..
Lading of cars, transfers of
Lamps, switch, maintenance of and supplies for
Land investment for construction, rents payable and receivable prior to
for experimental farm
for grade slopes at undergrade and overgrade crossings
for highway slopes to avoid grade crossings
for relocation of public highway at bridge site
representing cost of relocating another carrier's track
(See also

53,161
14,115,154
203
136
142
100
186
105
101

Options.)

Law expense for court costs in injuries cases
expense for drafting and recording trackage agreement
library investment
requirements as to live stock, expense due to
(See also

140
168
164
197

169
134
195
.. 90,153

Suit.)

Leased bridge used by sole tenant carrier, accounting for
equipment belonging to industrial owner, payments for
land recovered by foreclosure, building acquired with
locomotives furnished with supplies by lessor, distribution of receipts from
offices surrendered by lessee, consideration received for
restaurant supplies furnished by lessor carrier
right-of-way building sublet by lessee, rent from
rights for removal of sand and gravel, receipts from
road operated by another carrier on basis of division of revenue
track additions by lessor, advances by lessee in aid of
track used by sole tenant carrier, rent accounting for
track used only by two tenant carriers, accounting for
yards used by sole tenant carrier, rent accounting for
(See also Joint,

Lessee, Lessor,

Rent.)

Lessee accounting for advances to lessor with contingent reimbursement
for consideration received for surrender of office lease
for depreciation reimbursed to industrial owner of equipment
for maintenance of bridge leased from bridge company
for maintenance of track leased from another carrier
for operation of bridge leased from bridge company
for operation of track leased from another carrier
for rent of bridge leased from bridge company
for rent of dwelling sublet by lessee
for rent of equipment leased from an industry
for rent of track leased from another carrier
for rent of yards leased from another carrier
for revenue from operation on tracks leased from another carrier
for taxes on tracks leased from another carrier
(See also Joint,

82
118
109
135
47
15
149
201
51
139
33
3
33

Leased,

Rent.)

139
47
118
82
3,51
82
51
82
149
118
3,33,51
33
51
3

56
Case.
139
109
82
3,51
82
51
201
82
149
135
3,51
51
135
15
82
3

Lessor accounting for advances from lessee with contingent reimbursement
for building acquired by foreclosure of leased ground
for maintenance of bridge used by sole tenant carrier
for maintenance of track used by lessee carriers
for operation of bridge used by sole tenant carrier
for operation of track operated by lessee carrier
for receipts from sand and gravel rights
for rent of bridge used by sole tenant carrier
for rent of dwelling subleased to lessee
for rent of locomotives leased to lumber company
for rent of track used by lessee carriers
for revenue from operation by lessee on track of lessor
for supplies furnished to and reimbursed by equipment lessee
for supplies furnished to restaurant lessee
for taxes on bridge used by sole tenant carrier
for taxes on track used by lessee carriers
(See also Joint, Leased,

Rent.)

Library, law, investment in
License for placing telephone line over tracks, receipts from
Lighterage under rail-line rate, revenue from
Lighting supplies for cars, expense for, when furnished by one carrier to another
Linen for dining cars, investment in
for dining cars, repairs and renewals of
for hotels and restaurants, renewals of
Live stock, care of, revenues and expenses for stock pens for
claims on, pay and expenses of force in charge of
28-hour law for, penalties for violations of
Loading of coal on cars at coal wharves, revenue and expense of
of fuel prior to delivery at chutes includible in fuel costs
Locomotive-miles for freight service on main line by transfer crew
for run from shops to relieve yard locomotive
for run from yard to shops for repairs
for service between mines and concentration stations
for service operated by one carrier on tracks of another...
locomotives, compensation for use of, in collecting freight lost by another carrier
depreciation of, when furnished for joint terminal by tenant company
enginehouse expense for, apportionment of, among carriers concerned
fuel for, when used in firing up
fuel station expense for, apportionment of, among carriers concerned
operation of, when sent from shops to relieve yard locomotive
rent of, when furnished by carrier to lumber company
rent of, when furnished by operating carrier for use at joint terminal
rent of, when furnished by tenant carrier for use at joint terminal
repairs of, when furnished by tenant carrier for use at joint terminal
supplies for, distribution of, to yard and work-train service
supplies for, furnished by carrier to, lumber company
supplies for, furnished by one carrier to another
turning of, by one carrier for another
water station expense for, apportionment of, among carriers concerned
wrecking frogs for, investment in
(See also

195
13
148
53
140
164
- - - - 168
153
145
90
155
124
97
96
96
7
51
30
72
52
12
54
96
135
199
72
72
50
135
55
9
158
193

Equipment.)

Log traffic, temporary tracks for handling, depreciation of.
train operated by lumber company over carrier's line, mileage statistics of.
Loss by abandonment of projects for which expense has been incurred
by destruction of shops and equipment by
fire
by destruction of storehouse maintenance material by
fire
by failure to comply with garnishment requirements
on obsolete material sold as scrap
on operation of road leased on basis of division of revenue
Loss and damage claims, interest and penalties payable on
claims, pay and expenses of force engaged on
.
expense for recovery of freight lost from cars
Lubricants for air brake cylinders on cars
for gasoline motor cars in revenue train service
furnished by one carrier to cars of another carrier
furnished to sleeping cars operated over carrier's line
L u m b e r company payments for locomotives leased and supplies furnished by Carrier
company train operated over carrier's line, mileage of
freight lost by another carrier, recovery of
material, injuries of storehouse employee in unloading o f . . . . . .
.

.

75
49
60
89
129
127
17
51
32
145
30
133
8
53
165
135
49
30
159

57
Machine work, replacement of tools used in
Machines, calculating and typewriting, purchased during construction
roadway, investment in
Maintenance apportionment to tenant carriers holding trackage rights
apportionment to tenant carrier not reporting to Commission
apportionment to tenant carriers using terminal facilities
apportionment to tenant carrier using water station
assumption by lessee of yards and tracks
expense for coal wharves.
expense for sewers adjacent to miscellaneous physical property
expense for stock pens at stations
expense for street car lines
expense for telegraphones of cabooses
material destroyed by fire, loss on
material, injuries incurred by employee during unloading of
material, insurance premiums on
material, investment in storehouses for
reimbursement to agent carrier furnishing line equipment
reimbursement to bridge company by sole tenant carrier
reimbursement to tenant carrier furnishing terminal equipment
reimbursement to tenant carrier using tracks
work equipment, rent payable and receivable for
work train, injuries by, to prospective passenger
(See also Renewals,

131
141
191,192
3,23,28,42,46,61,92
94
45,56
158
33
155
173
153
156
107
129
159
160
190
77
82
72
18,51
175
19

Repairs.)

Material accounting adjustments to basis of inventory
accounting for secondhand use in car construction
bills, interest and discount on
destroyed by fire, loss incurred on
expense incident to cleaning and oiling cars of another carrier
expense incident to damages caused by another carrier
expense incident to enginehouse service for another carrier
furnished by one carrier to another carrier
furnished to sleeping cars operated over carrier's line
insurance premiums
salvaged from car destroyed on foreign line
salvaged from cars converted into bunk houses
salvaged from spur track originally charged to operating expenses
sold as scrap, loss on
sold as scrap, receipts from and gathering of
store expenses, closing of balance for
storehouses, investment in
taxes
transportation chargeable against joint users of track
transportation chargeable against purchasers
used by timekeepers engaged on construction work
Medical services for employee injured during construction
Mileage for car delivery movements outside of regular yard
for log train operated over carrier's line by lumber company
for mixed service by gasoline-electric motor combination car
for relief run from shops to point of service
for run from point of service to shops for repairs.
for service between mines and concentration stations
for service operated by one carrier on tracks of another
for service operated on main line by transfer crew
used as basis for distribution of yard locomotive and work-train supplies
Mines, service to, operating expense and mileage statistics for
temporary tracks to, investment in and depreciation of
Miscellaneous operations, sewer assessments assignable to
Miscellaneous physical property, investment in, when held by trustee
sand and gravel rights on, receipts from
sewers adjacent to, assessments for
Mixed-train mileage of motor combination car in mixed service
Mortgaged property, deposits in lieu of
Motor cars, gasoline-electric, mileage of, when in mixed service
gasoline, operation of, in revenue service
section, investment in, for replacement of hand cars
Motormen, pay of, when operating gasoline motor cars
Motors of locomotive turntables, installation and replacement of

2,74
108
43
129
161
42,132
52
55
165
160
59
40
69
17
71
6
190
160
61
143
64
194
48
49
200
96
96
7
51,68,77
97
50
7
75
173
16
201
173
200
181
200
8
191
8
112

58
N.
Nonnegotiable debt to affiliated companies, advances includible in
Note discount, distribution of, over term of collateral
option as to accounting for
O.
Obsolete material sold as scrap, loss on
Office, calculating and typewriting machines for, investment in
claims, expenses for
joint traffic, apportionment of expense for
lease of, consideration received for surrender of
Office building investment, law library includible i n . . .
employees. (See Clerk.)
Officers, associations of, expense for participation in
claims, pay and expenses of
general, with departmental duties, pay and expenses of
incidental services of, impropriety of charges for
Oil for firing up locomotives for service, fuel expense for
for lighting of cars of another carrier
for lubrication of air-brake cylinders, supply expense for
for lubrication of cars of another carrier
for switch lamps, supply expense for
Oiling passenger cars of tenant company, reimbursement for
Operation of bridge reimbursed by sole tenant carrier
of coal wharves, revenues and expenses of.
of drawbridge apportionable to tenant carriers
of equipment for delivery to borrowing carrier
of fuel station apportionable to another carrier and to joint yard
of gasoline motor cars in revenue service, expense for
of interchange switching apportionable between carriers participating
of joint facilities apportionable to carrier not reporting to Commission
of joint facilities, crossing flagmen's pay assignable to
of joint facilities, extraordinary casualty expense incident to
of joint yards, enginehouse expense assignable to
of joint yards, fuel-station expense assignable to
of line apportionable to tenant carriers holding trackage rights
of locomotive relieving yard locomotive for repairs
of locomotive used in recovering freight lost by another carrier
of road, proper time for beginning of accounting for
of service between mines and concentration stations
of shops handling repairs for two carriers, clearing account for
of stock pens at stations, revenues and expenses of
of street car line, revenues and expenses of
of terminal facilities apportionable to tenant carriers
of terminals reimbursed by tenant proprietary carriers
of through service apportionable between carriers participating
of track reimbursed by tenant carriers
of train for promotion of industries along line, expense for
of train for service on main line by transfer crew
of train reimbursed to agent carrier furnishing service
of water station apportionable to another carrier
of yard locomotive on run to shop for repairs
Operators, telegraph, incidental services of, in train dispatching
Optional accounting for discount on short-term notes
for enginehouse service for another carrier
for joint traffic offices
for pay of employees delivering equipment to borrowing carrier
for water-station service for another carrier
Options on land for postponed construction projects
Orders, train, incidental services of telegraph operators in delivery of
Ore traffic, temporary tracks for handling, depreciation of
Organization expenses, stock registration and transfer assignable to
Outside ticket agency, joint, apportionment of expense for
Overcharges, claims force engaged on, pay and expenses of
interest and penalties on
refunds of, duplicate payments of, when irrecoverable
temporary charges of, to agency accounts
temporary charges of, to freight revenue accounts

Case.
139
80
178
17
141
145
130
47
195
120
145
10,22
134
12
53
133
53
203
161
82
155
41
73
54
8
... .
93
94
67
66
52
54
23,28,42,46,92
96
30
57
7
20
153
156
45,56
95
31,58
18,51
121
97
77
158
96
122
178
52
130
73
158
60
122
75
196
130
145
32
86
184
202

59
Overflow damage. (See Flood.)
Overgrade crossing by another carrier, contribution to construction of
by highways, land for grade slopes at

-

Case.
187
100

P.
Packages on passenger trains, revenue from
Painting switch stands. (See Repainting.)
Passenger, prospective, injury of, by maintenance train
Passenger cars. (See Cars, Rent.)
Passenger miles. (See Mileage.)
Passenger service, additions to arbitrary for ferry service incident to
expenses for, when operated by agent carrier on owning carrier's track
expenses for, when operated on joint facility line
expenses for, when operated solely by tenant carrier
revenue from, for carrying through passengers
revenue from transportation of packages, etc., by
revenue from, when operated by agent carrier on owning carrier's track
revenue from, when operated on joint facility line
revenue from, when operated solely by tenant carrier
statistics of, when embraced in mixed service by combination motor car
statistics of, when including the movement of through passengers
statistics of, when operated solely by tenant carrier
(See also Train

19

113
77
23,46
51
146
144
77
23,46
51
200
146
51

service.)

Patterns, foundry, assignment of cost of
Pay of attorney for preparing and recording trackage agreement
of brokers for purchasing securities of other companies
of claims force
of crew engaged in recovery of lumber lost by another carrier
of crossing flagmen apportionable to other carriers
of employees for delivery of equipment to borrowing carrier
of employees for loyal service during strike
of employees, premiums paid to obtain currency for
of general officers having departmental duties
of joint car inspectors, payments by carrier toward
of joint ticket agency force apportionable to other carriers
of motormen on gasoline motor cars in revenue service
of officers incidentally aiding in law work
of physicians for services in examining employees and applicants
of superintendent and clerks acting as station employees
of telegraph operators incidentally aiding in train dispatching
of timekeepers for construction work
of timekeepers for shop work
(See also

144

128
134
98
145
30
67
73
21
39
10,22
5
130
8
134
170
114
122
64
. . 163

Labor.)

Pay-roll credits for accident expense reimbursed
for enginehouse expense reimbursed
for joint traffic office expense reimbursed
Penalties for contractors' failures to complete construction
for improper delivery of bonded freight
for nonpayment of freight claims
for violation of 28-hour stock law
Pension fund accounting
Per diem included in charges for transfers of lading
incurred by road whose cars are seldom off its line
incurred for detention of cars by customs authorities
incurred on company fuel cars, impropriety of charges for
reclaims assignable to hire of equipment
Personal expenses of claims officers and staff
of general officers having departmental duties
of joint car inspectors
of officers holding membership in associations
Personal injuries expense. (See Injuries.)
Physical examination of employees and applicants, fees for
Physicians' fees for physical examinations
Picnic train revenue based on number of cars used
Pile structure temporarily used for bridge, construction of
Pipe line for conveying water to passenger-car yards, investment in
Pit cattle guards, ties used in construction of
Poles, trolley, rent from joint use of, by telephone company

42,132
52
130
106
38
32
90
34
14
29
84
123
26,29
145
10,22
5
120
170
170
24
62
189
185
70

60
Pool conveniences for use of employees, revenues and expenses of
Posts, bumping, repairs of
Power furnished under lease of station property, receipts from
machine tools, appurtenances for replacement parts of
Premiums for insurance of storehouse material stock
on currency obtained to pay employees
President having direct charge of departments, pay and expenses of
Price reckoning for secondhand material used in car construction
Privilege of placing telephone wires over tracks, receipts from
of use of carrier's poles by telephone company, receipts from
Profit and loss adjustment for line property sold to another carrier
adjustment to correct insufficient depreciation
credits for retirement of track originally charged to operating expense
debits for preliminary expense of construction abandoned
Profits from additions to bills to cover overhead expense
from coal furnished to another carrier
from purchase of county scrip to be tendered for taxes
from settlement of loss on car destroyed on foreign line
Promotion of industries along line, special train for
Pump for gasoline storage tank, investment in
Purchase of securities of other companies, brokers' commissions for

Case.
151
157
150
131
160
39
10
108
13
70
102,103
76
69
60
25
79
83
162
121
188
98

R.
Rails used in temporary track construction
Railway commission, State, payments toward expenses of
Real estate purchased in names of agents, investment in
receipts from sand and gravel rights
(See also Buildings,

75
138
104
201

Land.)

Reclaims of per diem, assignment of, to hire of equipment.
Recording of trackage agreement, fees paid for
Refund of overcharges by deduction from freight revenue
paid in duplicate and irrecoverable
Registration of capital stock
Relief locomotive, expenses and mileage of, for r u n to point of service
Relocation of public highway to obtain bridge site
of track of another carrier to avoid grade crossings
Removal of brasses from cars to prevent theft
of equipment device superseded by improved form
of wharf parts during improvement work, injuries incident to
Renewals of dining-car equipment
of hotel and restaurant equipment
of switch lamps
Rent for cars transporting company fuel, impropriety of charges for
for equipment leased from industrial owner
for equipment used in joint yard operation
for equipment when in form of delivery costs to borrower
for land leased prior to actual purchase
for locomotives used at jointly operated terminals
for road operated solely by tenant carrier
for tracks when paid in form of construction advances
from dwelling occupied rent free, impropriety of credits for
from dwelling subleased by lessee of right of way where located
from freight houses operated as joint facilities
from joint facility used by carrier not reporting to Commission
from leased land sublet prior to actual purchase
from locomotives leased to lumber company
from locomotives used at jointly operated terminals
from poles of carrier jointly used by telephone company
from station property leased for warehouse use
from terminal-company facilities used b y tenant proprietary companies
from tracks when received in form of construction advances
of bridge used by sole tenant carrier
of equipment furnished b y agent carrier for train service
of equipment used for through dining-car service
of equipment used under alternate switching arrangement
of equipment when in form of taxes reimbursed
of line jointly used by owning and tenant carrier
of locomotive used to gather lost freight of another carrier

. . 26,29
134
202
86
-196
96
105
101
36
111
110
164
168
203
123
118
44
174
136
--72
51
139
65
149
56
94
136
135
72,199
70
150
95
139
82
77
58
93
176
18,23,28,46
30

61
Case.
45
92
- 3,33
31
175
33
109
157
62
157
36
63,132
164
5
20
111
168
72
65
203
107

Rent of terminal facilities used jointly by operating and tenant carrier
of track used as joint facility and by outside carrier
of track used solely by tenant carrier
of trains operated by one carrier on line of another
of work equipment used in maintenance and operation
of yards used solely by tenant carrier
unpaid on foreclosed property, relation of investment charges to
Repainting of switch stands
Repairs of bridge, temporary pile structure incident to
of bumping posts
of cars, removal of brasses assignable to
of damage by tenant carrier at joint facility
of dining-car furnishings
of equipment, joint car-inspectors' pay and expenses assignable to
of equipment, segregation of, by shop clearing accounts
of equipment, substitution of devices assignable to
of hotel and restaurant furniture
of locomotive used at joint facility, apportionment of
of roadway dwelling occupied rent free by employees
of switch lamps
of telegraphones for cabooses
(See also Renewals,

Maintenance.)

Replacement of equipment after destruction by fire, retirement accounting incident to
of equipment, amounts owed to another carrier for
of equipment, insurance recoveries held in trust pending
of hand cars, investment in section motor cars for
of shops after destruction by fire, retirement accounting incident to
of worn-out tools, shop devices purchased for
Reserve for depreciation, retirement credits to
for pensions
Restaurant equipment, renewals and repairs of.
equipment, transportation charges on
service conducted for employees, revenues and expenses of
supplies furnished by carrier to lessee of service
supplies, transportation charges on
Resting of stock in transit, stock pens at stations for
Retirement of car destroyed on foreign line
of equipment destroyed by
fire
.
of equipment, impropriety of abandoned property accounting for
of notes and bond collateral differing in life terms
of shop destroyed by fire
of spur track originally charged to operating expenses
Revenue credits for amusement coupons unpresented
credits for transportation of material used by others
credits improper for dwellings occupied rent free
credits limited to amounts actually earned
division as payment of rent for facilities
from coal wharves
from facilities jointly used by carrier not reporting to Commission
from heating cars containing vegetable shipments
from lighterage performed under tariff rates
from poles used jointly by telephone company
from restaurant and other conveniences for employees
from sale of coal to another carrier.
from sale of power to lessee of station property
from station property leased for warehouse
from stock pens at stations
from street car line
from switching service
from through dining-car line
from trains for picnic service
from transfer of freight
from transportation of carrier's hotel and restaurant equipment and supplies
from transportation of equipment loaned to another carrier
from transportation of packages, etc., on passenger trains
from transportation of passengers on joint facility track
from transportation of through passengers from connecting lines

.

89
11
181
191
89
131
59
34
i68
197
151
15
197
153
59,162
89
182
80
89
69
35
61,143
65
65
23,46,51
155
94
152
148
70
151
79
150
150
153
156
14,27
58
24
154
197
73
144
46
146

62
Case.
77
9
148
147
171
65,149
65
185
104
100,186
102,103

Revenue from transportation on carrier's tracks by agent carrier
from turning of locomotives for another carrier
from water transfers, limitation of, to specific rates
from weighing cars
Revenue stamps required by law
Right of way, dwelling on, rents from
dwelling on, repairs of
fence expense for, cattle-guard ties assignable to
land for, investment in, when purchased in name of agents
slopes appurtenant to, land purchased for
Road of carrier, investment credits for sale of portions of
Roads, highway. (See Crossings,
Highway.)
Roadway buildings, investment in
buildings, repairs of
machines, investment in

40,190
65
191,192

S.
Salaries. (See Pay.)
Sale of coal to another carrier, revenue from
of interest in whole or part of line, investment credits for
of material, transportation charges incident to
of power to lessee of station property
of scrap material
of short-term notes secured by bond collateral
Salvage from box cars converted to bunk houses
from equipment destroyed by fire
from pile structure used as temporary bridge
from shop destroyed by fire
from spur track originally charged to operating expense
Sand rights on miscellaneous physical property, receipts from
Scrap material sold, accounting for
Scrip, county, purchased for use in tax payments
Secondhand material for construction, price reckoning for
Section motor cars to replace hand cars, investment in
Securities, commissions paid for purchase of

.

79
102,103
143
150
17,71
80
40
89
62
89
69
201
17,71
83
108
191
98

Sewers adjacent to miscellaneous physical property, assessments for
Shop investment, gasoline-storage plant assignable to
investment, locomotive turntable motor assignable to
investment, material storehouses assignable to
investment, water-pipe line assignable to
retirement accounting after destruction by
fire
timekeepers, pay of
work for another carrier, clearing account for segregation of
Short-term notes. (See Note.)
Shortage of station agent in excess of surety bond
Sidings for forest and mine freight, installation and depreciation of
Silverware of dining cars, investment in
repairs and renewals of
Sinking fund of terminal company, payments toward, by proprietary companies
Sleeping cars, exterior cleaning of
supplies for, when operated over carrier's line
Slopes in connection with highway crossings, land for
Sold equipment, amount owed another carrier for replacement of
property, deposits for, insurance recoveries assignable to
Special assessments for sewers at miscellaneous physical property
service train revenue from picnic train
train for promotion of industries along line, expense for
Spur track, construction advances by lessee of, when reimbursement is contingent
installation and depreciation of, when construction is temporary
investment in, when borne partly by industry benefited
retirement of, when originally charged to operating expenses
Stamps, internal-revenue, chargeable against carrier
State railway commission, payments toward expenses of
Station, joint facility, accounting for
portion of, leased with power furnished, receipts from
restaurant at, supplies furnished to lessees of

173
188
112
190
189
89
163
20

(See also Bond,

Capital

stock.)

166
75
140
164
95
85
165
100,186
11
181
173
24
121
139
75
183
69
171
138
23
150
15

63
Station, stock pens at, revenues and expenses of
storehouses at, investment in
(See also Fuel station, Water

station.)

Station employees, expense assignable to, for stock-pen operation
expense assignable to, for transfers of car ladings
general agent acting as, pay and expenses of
shortage of, when in excess of surety bond
superintendent and clerks acting as, pay of
Station expenses for cold storage of freight pending delivery
for stock-pen operation
for supplies furnished to restaurant lessees
Stationery investment, office equipment assignable to
Statistics of car-miles
of freight traffic
of locomotive-miles
of passenger traffic
of ton-miles
of train-miles
Stock.

(See also Mileage.)
(See Capital stock, Live

(See Material,

153
115
22
166
114
126
153
15
141
7,51,77,97
23
7,51,77,97
23,51,77,146
7,51
7,49,51,68,77,97

stock.)

Stock pens at stations, revenues and expenses of
Storage of cars, removal of brasses in connection with
of coal at coal wharves, revenues and expenses of
of freight pending delivery, expense for
of ice at ice houses, cleaning expense assignable to
Storage plant for gasoline for motor cars, investment in
Store expense, annual closing of clearing account balance for
apportionment of, to tenant carriers of joint tracks
Storehouse employees, injuries of, while unloading carrier's lumber
stock, insurance and taxes on
Storehouses for railway material, investment in
Stores.

Case.
153
190

153
36
155
126
91
188
6
61
159
160
190

Supplies.)

Street car line operated by steam road, revenues and expenses of
crossings. (See Crossings.)
Strike, payments to employees for loyal service during
Strips, sugar, injuries of employee unloading lumber for
Structures, miscellaneous, investment in
Subprimary accounts for street car operations
Sugar strips, injuries of employee unloading lumber for
Suit in false arrest case against carrier, judgment and fees in
on account of defective appliances on cars, judgment and costs in

156
21
159
142,190
156
159
88
37

(See also Law.)

Superintendence expense, apportionment of, to others
.
pay and expenses assignable to
profits on bills covering
Superintendent, dwelling for, investment in, when held by trustee
pay of, when performing station service
pay of, when responsible for local management
Supervision of departments by general officer
Supplies for gasoline motor cars
for hotels and restaurants, transportation of
for station restaurants operated by lessees
for stock pens at stations
for switch lamps
for train operation
for yard locomotive and work-train service, cost distribution for
furnished to another carrier
(See also

61
10,22,163
25
16
114
22
10
8
197
15
153
203
9,85,133,165
50
53,55,79,135

Material.)

Surety bond, station agent's shortage in excess of
Surplus appropriated for investment, donations assignable to
Surrender of office lease, consideration received for
Suspense account for franchise with 20-year life term
for postponed construction
Switch lamps, maintenance and supplies of
stands, repainting of
Switches used in temporary track construction

166
183
47
99
60
203
157
75

64
Switching charges by carrier on company fuel, adjustment of
locomotive movement incident to repairs, expenses and statistics of
locomotives furnished b y tenant carrier on joint facility line, payment for
revenue from express car movements
revenue from movement for transfer of lading
road accounting for per diem charges and reclaims
road accounting for reimbursements by proprietary carriers
service at mines, expense and statistics of
service for car delivery outside regular yards, mileage of
service incident to weighing cars, receipts from
service under alternation arrangement, settlements for

Case.
198
96
72
27
14
29
95
7
48
- 147
93

T.
Tables for dining cars, investment in
140
Tableware for dining cars, investment in
140
for dining cars, repairs and renewals of
164
for hotels and restaurants, renewals of
168
Tank of gasoline storage plant, investment in
188
Taps for replacement of worn-out shop tools
131
Taxes borne by lessor of railway facilities
33,82
deferred, interest payable on
179
paid with county scrip, profit in connection with
83
payable as contribution to State railway commission expenses
138
payable on storehouse material stock
160
reimbursed by t e n a n t carriers of joint terminal facilities
56,176
reimbursed by tenant carriers of leased tracks
3
represented by internal-revenue stamps purchased
171
Telegraph operators, incidental services of, in train dispatching
122
service operated jointly, accounting for
23
Telegraphones, installation and maintenance of
107
Telephone line locations by others, receipts from privileges of
13,70
Temporary grain doors, injuries of employee unloading lumber for
159
pile structure during bridge repairs, construction cost of
62
tracks to forests and mines, installation and depreciation of
75
Tenant companies' accounts. (See Lessee.)
Tents for timekeepers engaged on construction work
64
Terminal, damage expense at, when borne by tenant carrier
132
equipment for, taxes on, reimbursed by tenant carrier
176
expense of, billed against tenant carrier, distribution of
45
ferry service at, allowance for, in division of revenue
113
freight houses used jointly at, receipts from operation of
56
locomotives furnished for joint use at, payment for
72,199
materials and supplies furnished under contract for use of
55
station property at, rent receipts from, when contract covers power furnished by carrier.. 150
station service at, pay of superintendence force engaged in
114
storehouses for supplies at, investment in
- - 190
transfer of lading at, expense for
115
Terminal company expenses and fixed charges reimbursed by proprietary carriers
95
income, distribution of, to proprietary carriers
180
Theft of car brasses, expense for prevention of, by removal
36
Ticket agency, joint, apportionment of expense for
130
receipts, division of, under joint operation arrangement
46
Ties for pit cattle guard construction
185
for spur track when furnished by industry benefited
183
for temporary tracks to forests and mines
75
Timekeepers for construction work, pay and outfits of
64
for shop work, pay of
163
Ton-miles of traffic between mines and concentration stations
7
of traffic on lines of nonoperating carrier
51
Tool expense apportionable to work done for others
25
replacement, shop devices for
131
Trackage agreement, preparing and recording of
134
charges for delivery of excursion equipment to borrowing carrier
73
charges in connection with turning locomotives for another carrier
9
payments when outside carrier uses jointly used tracks of other carriers
92

65
Trackage payments when owning and tenant carriers use jointly
payments when owning carrier operates equipment only
payments when tenant carrier has sole use
(See also Leased, Lessee,

Case.
23,28,46
18
3,33,139

Lessor.)

Tracks, damage to, when borne by tenant carrier of joint facility
depreciation of, when constructed for temporary service
investment in, when constructed for temporary service
investment in, when construction is partly borne by industry benefited
relocation of, when belonging to another carrier
retirement of, when originally charged to operating expense
switch maintenance in connection with
telephone line location over, receipts from
Traffic expense for guaranty of Chautauqua against deficit
for joint ticket offices
for street car line operation
Train-miles of gasoline-electric motor combination cars
of service between mines and concentration stations
of service on line of another carrier
of service operated on main line by transfer crew
Train service between mines and concentration stations, expenses and statistics of
by gasoline motor cars, expense for
enginehouse expenses apportionable to carriers and joint yard
for delivery of equipment loaned to another carrier
for picnic, revenue from
for promotion of industries along line, expense for
on main line when conducted by transfer crew
operated by industry over lines of carrier
operated by one carrier on line of another
water station expense, apportionment of
Train supplies and expenses for cleaning sleeping and dining car exteriors
for gasoline motor cars
for lubricating air-brake cylinders
for sleeping cars operating over carrier's line
for turning locomotives for another carrier
for work service, distribution of
under contract for joint use of terminals
Transfer crew, freight service operated by, expenses and statistics of
Transfers of capital stock, payments to trust companies for
of car lading, expense for
of car lading, receipts from
of coal at coal wharves, revenues and expenses of
Transportation costs on coal of carrier, adjustment of
on company material sold, adjustment of
on equipment and supplies for hotels and restaurants
(See also Freight

42
75
75
183
101
69
157,203
13
81
130
156
200
7
51,68
97
7
8
52
73
24
121
97
49
31,77
158
85
8
133
165
9
50
55
97
196
115
14,154
155
117,123,124
79,143
197

charges.)

Traveling expenses of claims force
Trolley poles of carrier, receipts from use of, by telephone company
Trucks of cars, retirement accounting for
Trust company, payments to, for registration and transfer of stock
Trustee, dwelling held for carrier by, investment in
insurance recoveries held by, pending equipment replacement
pension fund held by, accounting for
Turning of locomotive of one carrier on facilities of another
Turntable motor, replacement of
Typewriting machines purchased during construction

145
70
40,59
196
16
181
34
9
- 112
141

U.
Unadjusted credits
Uncollectible revenues, duplicate overcharge refund assignable to
Undergrade crossings. (See Crossings.)
Unfunded debt interest, items assignable to
Unloading of carrier's coal, adjustment of costs on
of carrier's lumber, employee's injuries incident to
of coal at coal wharves, revenues and expenses of
Unrefunded overcharges, temporary inclusion of, in current accounts

11,183,184
86
178,179
124
159
155
184,202

66

Vegetable shipments, revenue from car heating incident to
Vessel service. (See Ferry, Lighterage.)
Vessels, unloading of, at coal wharves
Vice president, dwelling held by, as trustee for carrier
Violation of law. (See Penalties.)
Voucher accounts, credits to

Case.
152
155
16
42,130

W.
Wages. (See Pay, Labor.)
Warehouse purposes, receipts from rent of station property for
Waste furnished to cars of another carrier
Water damage by displacement of track equipment, correction of
damage by overflows of inadequate waterways
pipe line from shop to passenger-car yards, investment in
station expense apportionable to another carrier
supply furnished to cars of another carrier
supply furnished to sleeping cars operated on carrier's line
transfers, revenue properly assignable to
Watering of stock in transit, stock pens for, at stations
Waterways, damage expense due to overflows of
Way and structures. (See Maintenance.)
Weighing of cars, revenue from
Wharves, injuries expense incurred during improvement of
revenues and expenses of, when operated for handling and storing coal
Wicks for switch lamps, supply expense for
Witness fees in suit against carrier for false arrest
Wood used in firing up locomotives, expense for
Work equipment for maintenance, rent paid and received for
Work train, injuries to prospective passenger by
supplies for, basis for cost distribution of
Wrecked bridge, construction work incident to repair of
equipment, restoration of, after flood from bursting dam
Wrecking crane, injury of engineer of, when engaged in improvement work
frogs for cabooses and locomotives, installation of

150
53
125
4
189
158
53
165
148
153
4
147
110
155
203
88
12
175
19
50
62
125
110
193

Y.
Yard operation, drawbridge operation incident to, apportionment for
joint, enginehouse expense apportionable partly to
joint, fuel station expense apportionable partly to
joint, pay of crossing flagmen at, apportionment of
joint, rent payable for equipment used in
supply costs for, basis for distribution of
supply expense for, when for switch lamps
Yard service between mines and concentration stations, expenses and statistics of
for delivery of cars outside of regular yards, mileage of
for relieving locomotive sent to shop for repairs, expenses and mileage of
Yards, rent payable for exclusive use of
water-supply pipe line from shop to, investment in

O

41
52
54
67
44
50
203
7
48
96
33
189

